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Federal agencies need (I )more expiicit guid- 
aasce as to whet constitutes a “good” attitude 
swwey or opinkn loll, Man in2proved mon- 
itoring system to assure compliance with 
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erred in fiie Federal opinion polls and dis- 
CLBsses the use of attitude surveys and cpinion 
pdls at six FedeA agencies. 
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COhWTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STAT-35 

WASHINO~ xu. D-C - 

B-181254 

The Honorable John D. Dingell 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy 

and Power 
Committee on Interstate and 

Foreign Commerce 
House of Representatives 

The Honorable John E. Moss 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight 

and Investigations 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign 

Commerce 
House of Representatives 

The Honorable James L. Oberstar 
House of Representatives 

In response to your April 1, 1976, letter, this report 
discusses the potential for incorrect or unreliable infor- 
mation being generated by public opinion polls and attitude 
surveys sponsored or conducted by Federal agencies. The use 
of incorrect or unreliable information, as the t,asis for making 
Federal management decisions, 
and policies. 

can affect national programs 

We believe that Federal agencies’ guidance and review 
tif the statistical procedures are insufficient in conducting 
public opinion polls and attitude surveys. We are therefore 
recommending that the Secretary of Commerce provide more 
guidance and establish systematic procedures for early 
review I monitoring, and postreview of public opinion polls 
and surveys. 

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly an- 
nounce its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution 
of this report until 30 days from the date of the report. 
At that time we will send copies to interested parties 
and make copies available to ot 

ller General 
of the 1;nitcd States 



BETTER GUIDANCE AND 
CONTROLS ARE NEEDED 
TO IMPROVE FEDERAL 
SURVEYS OF ATTITUDES 
AND OPINIONS 

DIGEST -me--- 

Federal agencies use attitude surveys and 
public opinion polls to collect data on the 
attitudes and opinions of the American public. 
However, many agencies lack the professional 
expertise needed to properly perform or review 
these surveys and polls. 

GAO identified 209 public opinion polls or at- 
titude surveys at six agencies and reviewed 5 
surveys in detail. Although GAO did not find 
indicatioms that survey results were intention- 
ally misusedr use of the results of all five 
should have been limited because each contained 
serious technical flaws. For example : 

--An opinion poll relating to the landing of 
the Concorde aircraft at Dulles International 
Airport used a sampling procedure which, GAO 
believes, may invalidate the results. ( See 
pm 26.) 

--A survay concerning Qccupant satisfaction 
with factory built housing ignored the impact 
of rent subsidies on satisfaction. Subsi- 
dies, which affect the cost of housing, are 
an essential component in measuring occupant 
kusing satisfaction. (See p. 23.) 

--A survey to provide an information base for 
use in a model thi?t compared potential na- 
tional carpool incentive policies could not 
be used for national projections because of 
the type of sampling used and the extremely 
low response rate. (See p. 29.) 

Tne American Statistical Association found 
similar problems with survey methodology and 
reporting of results. Its study reported that 
15 of 26 Federal surveys reviewed had design 
or implementation problems severe enough to 
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prevent the survey from accomplishing intended 
objectives, The study also noted that conclu- 
sions and inferences in 10 of the surveys were 
not substantiated by the survey data. (See 
pp. 8 and 18.) 

GAO found that the guidance being provided Fed- 
eral agencies by the Office of Federal Statisti- 
cal Policy and Standards for opinion polls and 
attitude surveys was not adequate because it 
was not specific enough to be of much value to 
those inexperienced in sample survey design. 
The Off ice does not provide sufficient guidance 
on the problems to look for when conducting a 
poll or survey and does not suggest methods for 
overcoming or avoiding problems which may occur. 
(See p. 8.) 

Because .contrsctora perform most pclls and sur- 
veys ( see p. 7), agencies need guidance in 
preparing requests for proposals and in eval- 
uating contractors’ proposals for surveys. Al- 
though the Office of Federal Statistical Policy 
and Standards, Department of Commercec has rec- 
ommended such guidance, it is not available. 

The agencies reviewed submitted their survey 
questionnaires and plans for data collection 
to the Office of Management and Budget or to 
GAO for review and clearance, as the Federal 
Reports Act requires. However, clearance re- 
views often occur after considerable resources 
have been expended on survey design and ques- 
tionnaire development and in some cases after 
a contract for the survey has been awarded. 
After a lot of time and effort has gone into 
a project, there is a tendency to resist sug- 
gested changes e In addition, msking major 
changes to completed plans can be costly bnd 
t fme consuming. (See pa 14.) 

The forms review system which the Office of 
Management and Budget and GAO use to control 
data collections--the only independent review 
of agencies’ data collection efforts--is not 
adequate for assuring that attitude surveys 
and opinion polls result in reliable data and 
substantiated conclusions. 
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To effectively impact on survey design and 
development, the Office of Federal Statisti- 
cal Policy and StaRdards should be involved 
iR the project before large amounts of re- 
sources and staff time are expended. Al- 
though the Office reeogRizes the need for 
early E@Vi4?Wr RothfRg has been done. 

The Clea~aIlCe KeWieW Of i3ttitUde suhveys and 
public opirion polls conceRtrates on the sur- 
vey questionnaire awd plaR for data collec- 
tion l There is no iRd@p@RdeRt followup on 
implementing the plan or on reportiag sur- 
vey results. (See p. 16.) 

Improper implemeatatfon of good suwey designs 
and the reportiag of URsubstaRtiated survey 
r@sults could be reduced by extending the Of- 
fice’s review, QR a selective basis, beyond 
the glanniag stage to fplclude survey imple- 
mentatiom and reporting, 

The statutoty authority aRd responsibility 
for developing programs apd starndards for . roved statistica% i~farmatioa gathered 
iy Federal agenciesc iaPc1udix-q the iRd%peR- 
dent regulatory ageRcies, rests with the 
Secretary of Corveerce. Under the Federal 
Reports Act, GAO canI in the process of 
clearing forms p determine that an indepen- 
dent regulatory agency’s failure to adhere 
to statistical standards would result in 
~7 URdu@ burden on respondents. 

The Secretary of Commerce should direct the 
Office of Federal Statistical Policy and 
Standards tot 

--AmeRd the “Standards for Statistical Surveys= 
to (1) provide more guidance on the poten- 
tial problems that cam occur and ways to 
overcome or avoid these problems and (2) 
irnelude guidance on contracting for statis- 
tical surveys. (See p. 11.) 

--Develop criteria to determine which surveys 
and polls require early review and establish 
a system for providing that early review. 
(See pm 16.) 
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--Develop criteria for selecting attitude sur- 
veys and public opinion polls that should be 
monitored or reviewed during implementation 
and aptablish a system for providing that 
review. (See p. 19.) 

--Institute a program of postreview of se- 
lected attitude surveys and opinion polls to 
assure that inferences and conclusions re- 
ported as survey results are substantiated 
by the survey data, and make provisions fox 
systematic reporting of these postreviews. 
(See p. 19.) 

The Office’s efforts to improve statistical 
procedures at independent regulatory agencies 
are especially important becswe of the re- 
duced visibility of the survey and polling 
weaknesses at these agencies. As discussed 
in the report (see p. a), OWE3 submits to the 
Off ice the proposed sureeys am3 pol.ls of the 
executive agencies enabling identification of 
recurring OS pervasive problems. GAO also, 
in the course of performing its reports 
clear ante functions I evaluates the appro- 
priateness 0% statistical methods usedl in 
individual surveys and samples in Ilight 0% 
the burden placed on respondents. Aoweve r * 
practical considerations, such as the short 
period permitted for completion of clearance, 
preclude the comprehensive and continuing re- 
views that can be made by the OEfice. This 
makes it imperative that the Off ice make a 
special effort to include surveys and polls 
of regulatory agencies in its procedures for 
identifying recurzing or pervasive problems. 

AGEKCY CON :ENTS 

Generally the agencies agreed with GAO’s 
recommen&ktions, However, there was concern 
as to the appropriate agency to conduct am3 
monitor reviews. !i!wo of the agencies stated 
that early review, monitoring am3 postreview of 
attitude surveys should be the function of 
the agency conducting the survey. One agency 
added that such functions could be approved 
by the Office of Federal Statistical Policy 
and Standards an8 subject to external audit. 
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GA8 agrees that selected agencies could per- 
these functions if they had the neces- 

sary skills amI knowledge and conducted 
enowh surveys to justify acquiring such 
skills and knewledge * In addition, these 
fu tfoas should be subject to approval by 
the Office of Federal Statistical Policy 
and Standards and to external audit. This 
appnoaehi is ccmsistent with 6AO’s tecomen- 
dationa- 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In response to a request by the Chairm,n of the Sub- 
committee on Energy and Power and the Subcommittee on Over- 
sight and Investigations of the House Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce and Congressman James L. Oberstar, we 
reviewed the extent to which Federal agencies use attitude 
surveys and public opinion polls. L/ 

Attitude surveys and public opinion polls are used to 
obtain data, by means of interviews or questionnaires, from 
scientifically selected members of a specified universe. 
In surveys and polls, researchers obtain answers to questions 
from selected members-- a sample--and then tabulate and 
analyze these answers to draw conclusions about the specified 
universe. The sample is usually chosen using statistical 
techniques to assure that it depicts the universe about which 
information is desired. 

LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS OVER ATTITUDE 
SURVEYS AND PUBLIC OPXNI&d POLLS 

As information collection activities, opinion polls and 
attitude surveys are subject to the forms cleara-rice provi- 
sions of the Federal Reports Act (44 U.S.C. 3501-3512). 
As statistical surveys, they are subject to the standards 
and guidelines promulgated by the Department of Commerce's 
Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards (OFSPS), 
under the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 
(31 U.S.C. 18b). 

The Federal Reports Act 

The Federal Reports Act of 1942 prohi'iited agencies from 
collecting data from the public without the Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget's (OMB's) prior approval. OMB has estab- 
lished forms review and clearance procedures to fulfill 
its approval responsibility. In November 1973, section 409 

l/Attitude surveys and public opinion polls obtain attitude 
- and opinion data as opposed to behavioral data. For 

example, “Do you think smoking should be allowed in 
public places?" is an attitude question and "Do you 
smoke in public places?" is a behavioral question. 
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of Public Law 93-153 amended the Federal ReFOrts Act and 
assigned GAO the approval function over information col- 
lection by independent Federal regulatory agencies. l/ 
GAO conducts advance reviews of new information collection 
plans and forms proposed by independent Federal regulatory 
agencies and audits their information gathering practices. 

The Budqet and Accounting Procedures Act 

The Budget and Accounting Procedures Act directs the 
President to develop programs and issue regulations and 
orders for the improved gathering, compiling, analyzing, 
pub1 ish ing , and disseminating of statistical information. 
OMB Circular A-46, “Standards and Guide1 ines for Federal 
Statistics,” which includes “Standards for Statistical 
Surveys, ‘* applies to public opinion polls and attitude 
surveys. This function was part of OMB’s responsibilities 
until it was transferred to the newly established OFSPS 
in October 1977. As a result of this transfer# the OMB 
Circular will be rescinded and the Department of Commerce 
will reimplement it in its sStatistical Policy Handbook.‘D 

THE FORMS CLEARANCE PROCESS 

Both OMB and GAO have established forms clearance 
procedures to fulfill their respective responsibilities 
for providing advance review and clearance of forms 
and data collection plans. Each agency’s procedures, 

L/The act does not define independent regulatory sgencies. 
However , as of January 1, 1978, the following agencies 
were subject to GAO clearance: the Civil Aeronaut its 
Board; Commodities Futures Trading Commission; Consumer 
Proauct Safety Commission; Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission ; Federal Communications Commission; Federal 
Election Commission; Federal Mar itime Commission; Federal 
Traae Commission: Interstate Commerce Commission; National 
Labor Relations Board: Nuclear Regulatory Commission: 
Office of Surface Mining, Reclamation, and Enforcement, 
Department of the Interior: and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. 

At the time of our review, the Federal Energy Aam in istr a- 
tion (FEA) was an independent regulatory agency for pur- 
poses of the act. however, Pub1 ic Law 95-91, which 
became effective on October 1, 1977, transferred FEA’s 
functions to the newly created Department of Energy over 
which OMB generally has clearance jur isd ict ion. 



while similar, differ in authority and responsibility 
under the Federal Reports Act. In addition, the forms 
clearance process is the primary means of monitoring 
ccnpliance of statistical data collections with Circular 
A-46 and the only independent review of proposed opinion 
polls or attitude surveys outside of the sponsoring agency. 

OMB is responsible for assuring that (1) the burden and 
ci f. _ . of data collections are minimited, (2) unnecessary 
d!JFlL ,;ate data collections are eliminated, (3) the informa- 
v ?n is collected and tabulated . o as to maximize useful- 

ss to the collecting agency as well as to other Federal 
agencies and the public, and (4) the agency needs the 
data to properly perform its function. 

OMB’s clearance officer reviews the need for the infor- 
mation, the burden imposed on respondents, and whether the 
data collection represents unnecessary duplication. Until 
the functions were transferred to OPSPSI OMB’s Statistical 
Policy Division reviewed the technical adequacy of the sur- 
vey design and the ability of respondents to provide 
the information. OMB issued new guidelines on February 17, 
1978, to reduce the burden of public reporting to Federal 
agencies. In these new guidelines OFSPS is responsible for 
the substantive review of statistical surveys. 

In its clearance process, GAO reviews the proposed 
collection of information to see if (1) the burden on 
respondents is minimized consistent with the substantive 
needs of the agency, (2) the information could be obtained 
elsewhere within the Federal Government, and (3) the 
proposed collection is otherwise consistent with the 
Federal Reports Act. The agency, not GAO, determines 
its substantive need for information. Under the Federal 
Reports A-t, GAO can, in the process of clearing forms, 
determine that an independent regulatory agency’s failure 
to adhere to statistical standards would result in an undue 
burden on respondents. While OHB has no time limit, GAO 
must respond to the agency within 45 days or the agency 
can proceed with the data collection without GAO approval. 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

We made our review at six Federal agencies--the 
Departments of Commerce (except the Bureau of the Census), 
Defense (Office of the Secretary of Defense--Manpower and 
Reserve Affairs), Transportation, the Interior, and State, 
and the FEA. We identified polls and surveys conducted 
by these agencies and examined five surveys in detail to 
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identify the procedures the agencies followed. l/ We 
did not find any indications that the surveys wzre fnten- 
tionally misused: however, we found technical problems 
in all five which could result in agencies using improper 
data 0 

In this report, we define an attitude or opinion 
survey as the collection of data, through the use of a 
questionnaire, where either five or more questions or 
at least 5 percent of all questions requested nonfactual 
responses fros persons other than Federal employees. 
Although surveys can be, and often are projects involving 
the use of more than one questionnaire, in this report 
the terms “survey” and “poll” are to be considered 
synonymus with a questionnaire. The Departments of 
Defense and Transportation commented that our conclusions 
and recommendations could apply to nonopinion surveys as 
well. 

The five surveys were selected based upon the avail- 
ability of records and personnel, the significance of cost 
and sample size c the breadth of interest in the topic (that 
is, whether it appeared to be more than local interest), 
and whether results had been or were to be made public. 
These surveys were not chosen to represent all the polls 
we identified. They were chosen as case studies and illu- 
strate the problems which can occur. The results cannot 
be scientifically projected to all of the surveys we 
identified. 

We identified 209 opinion and attitude surveys (see 
am e III) at five Federal agencies as shown in the following 
table. Because of incomplete records we were unable to 
identify all surveys conducted by these agenries from 1970 
through 1976-- the period covered by our review. In addi- 
tion, we did not identify any surveys conducted by the 
Department of State during this period. 

Appendix IV describes procedures followed in conducting 
and sponsoring attitude surveys and opinion polls at each 
of the agencies we reviewed. 

L/Ch. 4 contains detailed information on the surveys 
selected for review. 



Public Opinion Polls and Surveys 

Sponsored or Conducted by Five Agencies 9- 

Year com- Trans- 
(note a) merce Defense portation Inter ior FEA Total e- 

1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1875 
1976 

Post 1976 

1 
2 
4 
8 

15 

b/l; me 

6 
2 1’ 

7” 
6 3 

1 
14 1: 8 2 
10 13 17 4 

7 4 15 
2 2 5 - 

8 
12 
21 
42 
56 

Total 53 45 54 51 6 209 
a zz!z --o .= = =- 

a/Represents the year in which OWB’s approval of the survey 
document expired. When the expiration of approval date 
could not be determined, we used the year the contract was 
awarded. Forms are approved for 1 to 5 years. As a result, 
forms for some of the surveys will expire after our review 
period. 

tJfncludes one survey for which we could not determine the 
expiration of approval date nor the award of contract date. 

The individual polls examined in detail were: 

1. Department of Commerce--three opinion polls 
used to obtain attitudes towards industrialized 
housing which were part of a series of evalua- 
tions entitled “Project Feedback.” Industrial- 
iaed housing is factory produced housing. 

2. Department of Transportation--an opinion poll 
entitled “Concorde Community Response” used to 
obtain local community attitudes towards the 
landing of the Concorde airplane at Dulles 
International Airport. 

3. FEA--an opinion poll entitled “A Marketing 
Approach to Carpool Demand Analysis” used to 
obtain attitude data for input to a marketing 
model for determining the potential effects of 
various carpooling incentive policies. 
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We also looked at related studies by other interested 
parties and interviewed representatives of the opinion pal- 
ling industry, Appendix II is a letter to Representative 
John E. Moss dated Pebruery 28, 1975, discussing FEA’s 
possible violations of 5 U,S.C. 3107. This letter responds 
to question number 7 in the letter requesting out review. 

Six Federal agencies were asked to comment on our 
repor t-- the Departments of Comeoce, Defense, Energy, the 
Inter ior, state p ana Trensprtatioa. The Departments of 
Energy and Stsnte chose not to co emt on our conclusions 
and recommendations, while the Department of Defense in- 
formlly commented on the report. Appendixes V tbrough 
IX contain the formal agency comments. 
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CBAPTER 2 

MGRE GUIDANCE NEEDED FOR FEDERAL AGENCIES 

SURVEYING PUBLIC ATTITUDES AHI) OPIBIONS 

The *Standards for Statistical Surweys" does not pro- 
vide adequate guidance for Federal agencies that surwey 
public attitudes and opinions. T%e guidance does not consi- 
der the fact that Federal agencies use contractors exten- 
sively to perform surveys and polls and need guidance in 
contracting for surveys and in evaluating proposals submitted 
by contractors. In addition, the guidance is too general to 
be of value to people mot experienced in conducting opinion 
polls or attitude surveys. 

SOME FEDERAL AGENCIES LACE SURVEY EXPERTISE 

Most of the 209 attitude surveys and public opinion 
polls were performsd by contractors- This was especially 
true of the larger projects. Based on available data, con- 
tractors performed all surveys costing over $50,000. 

Polls and Surveys Performed 
by tiOntKaCtors and Ag@ncies 

Estimated Per formed Per f armed Unknown 
cost by coutractor by agency (note a) Total 

. 

~~o.ooi - - $lo,oQo $50,000 33 31 10 1 65 63 
S50,SOl - $100,000 :i 1 24 
over $100 sQOO 30 30 
Unknown 14 9 4 - - xi 

Total 153 50 6 209 zE-Lz2z -.- -- = 'CI 

z/In some cases we were able to identify opinion poll ques- 
tionnaires but could not determine who had performed 
the survey because records had been lost or destroyed. 

Of the 50 projects perfarmed by agencies, 21 were done by 
Commerce and 18 by the Interior. 

Four of the five agencies that used contractors to per- 
form opinion polls and attitude surveys justified it based 
on their inability to perform certain surveys or polls or 
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their lack of staff to perform large surveys. The fifth, 
Commerce, requires its various components to obtain as- 
sistance with surveys from the survey research staff at 
the Sureau of the Census. 

The project manager for the survey of local community 
response to the Concorde said that the survey could not have 
been done by the agency because it lacked the necessary es- 
pertise and staff. Federal Energy Administration staff mem- 
bers said that their agency does not perform any surveys be- 
cause it also lacks the necessary staff and expertise. 

Federal agencies’ lack of statistical. and survey exper- 
tise was also discussed at a series of workshops conducted 
by the Value/Burden Study Group of the Commission on Federal 
Paperwork. These workshops were devoted to problems with 
Federal surveys conducted by contractors. Representatives of 
12 contractors, who perform surveys for Federal agencies, 
and personnel from agencies that sponsor surveys, erchsngm3 
ideas on the problems. Both groups agreed that many agen- 
cies lack the expertise to effectively sponsor or monitor 
surveys. According to contractor personnel, agencies’ lack 
of experience and training in surveys often make it diff i- 
cult for them to prepare good survey qecifications in the 
request for proposal and to properly mo.litor ongoing sur- 
veys . Agency personnel pointed out that agmcies without 
st.atistical or survey expertise do not know where to go fsr 
assistance. 

A study l/ of survey practices, conducted by the 
American Statistical Association (ASA) found that a lack sf 
statistical and survey expertise was a major problem for 
many Federal agencies. The study covered 26 Federal surveys 
and found 15 with flaws serious enough to prevent the sur- 
veys from achieving their objectives. Four surveys with 
inadequate designs were sponsored by cgencies which lacked 
prior experience in conducting or sponsoring surveys. 

OFSPS’ GUIDANCE NEEDS 
TO BE STRENGTBENED -- 

Because agencies lack survey expertise, they need guZ.& 
ante and standatcls to make them aware of the potential 

lJ”Devclopment of Survey Methods to Assess Survey Practic@s, 
A Report of the American Statistical Association Pilot 
Project on the Assessment of Survey Practices and Data 
Quality in Surveys of Human Populations” by Barbara A. 
Bailar and C. Michael Lanphier , National Science Poundatioe 
Grant No. SOC 74-22902, 1977. 



problems with surveys and how these problems can be avoided 
or overcome. OKB Circular A-46 lacks sufficient guidance on 
ways to overcome potential survey problems. 

Although Circular A-46 cautions survey sponsors to be 
ready to justify significant departures from the standards, 
the standards are very general and offer minimal guidance. 
For exampleF the section of the Circular entitled, “Plans 
for processing and tabulating the data" states that "the 
basic design of the survey plan should provide procedures 
(irncluding quality control) for editing, coding, and tabu- 
lating the data." The Circular does not state what would 
constitute appropriate quality control procedures. One of 
the surveys reviewed in detail, *Concorde Community 
RespoRse, m was almost completely lacking in quality control 
procedures. Inconsistencies in applying quality control 
procedures were also reported in the ASA study. 

Circular A-46 states that errors in data which can be 
introduced by factors other than the sampling process 
(nonsampling errors) should be considered and should influ- 
eRce the selection of the data collection method (that is, 
mail, telephone@ or personal interview). Howeverp the 
Circular does not provide guidance as to the types of errors 
that might occur with each method nor does it suggest any 
specific steps to overcome errors. The Circular suggests 
“experience from gast experiments and surveys should be re- 
viewed in making these decisions." 

The data colfectiorn method can affect the quality of 
the data. For example, telephone surveys may favor the 
inclusion of high income respondents, while mail surveys 
may require ilntensive followup to prevent a low response. 
With personal interviewing, lack of control over the inter- 
viewer is a concern. The ASA study reported 

U* * * the choice of mode to use seems to reflect 
the guesses bind prejudices of the survey project 
officer rather than firm evidence of the good 
and bad features of each mode." 

Personal interviews arid mail questionnaires were the 
primary data collection methods used for the attitude sur- 
veys and public opinion polls. However, none of the sur- 
veys reviewed in detail justified the collection method 
baaed on nonsampling error COnSideratiORS. 

a 



Data Collection Methods Used for Attutide Surve 
and Public Opinion Polls Sponsored or Conducte 

by Five Federal Agencies 

I 

Department/ Personal Tele- Other Unknown 
agency interview Mail phone (note a) (note b) Total i 

Commerce 12 20 1 16 4 53 I 
I 

Defense 1% 16 2 6 3 45 

Transpor ta- 

tion 25 17 1 9 2 54 I 
Inter ior 22 ia 2 7 2 51 

PEA I -L 2t z -5 
i 

Total 81 71 Z 22 38 11 209 - - = = = 

a/Includes use of mixed method , such as mail with personal 
- interview follouup for nonrespondents. 

&/In some cases we were not able to determine the data 
collection method because of a lack of documentation. 

! / 

In the Department of Transportation’s survey of local 
community response to the Concorde, telephone interviewing 
was ',he data collection method chosen. However, the reason 
seemed to be the need for speed rather than a determination 
that this method would provide the best data* In that SUK- 
veyr no recognition was given to potential nonsampling 
errors which could introduce bias in telephone interviaw- 
ing. 

In the FEA-sponsored survey on carpooling, perssnal 
interviewing was selected as the data collection method, 
The use of visual aids, such as maps, necessitated the 
use of personal interviews; however, the interviewers 
were not sufficiently trained to handle the complex 
questionnaires. This was a potential source Q’P 
nonsampling er for. 

The selection of telephone interviewing as the data 
collection method for one of the Department of Commerce 
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Project Feedback surveys--the exit survey--resulted in 
questionable %,.lta because over 20 percent of the people 
in the survey universe could not be reached by phone. 

In addition to the lack of specificity, Circular A-46 
fails to consider the agencies’ extensive use of contractor- 
conducted opinion polls and attitude sr;rveys. It only 
states that a trained statistician is necessary on the staff 
of contractors conducting federally sponsored sample surveys 
and when data processing is done under contract, the proce- 
dures to be followed must be clearly understood by both 
par ties. 

The need for guidance on contracting for statistical 
surveys has been recognized by OFSPS in its draft planning 
document ‘A Framework for Planning U.S. Federal Statistics 
1978~1989.= The draft states “Guidelines for contracting 
foa: statistical survey should be developed. These guide- 
lines would be used by the agencies in issuing any request 
foe proposal (RFP) . a 

COMCLUS IONS 

A lack of survey expertise and experience was a major 
problem among some agencies. The present guidance provided 
in ORI3 Circular A-46 is too general to be of value to agencies 
not already experienced in conducting surveys. Therefore, 
agencies need more specific guidance to make them aware 
of potential survey problems and how these problems can 
be avoided or overcome. Contractors performed most polls 
and surveys. The reasons the agencies we reviewed gave 
for this extensive use of contractors were a lack of survey 
capability and a lack of staff to perform large surveys. 

OFSPS has recognized the need for guidance on con- 
tracting for statistical surveys, although such guidance 
has not been developed ,, Because of the extent of contractor 
activity in statistical surveys, we believe development of 
contracting guidelines deserves a high priority in strengthen- 
ing the Federal statistical policy. 

RECORMENDATION 

ke recommend that the Secretary of Commerce direct OFSPS to 
amend the “Standards for Statistical Surveys” to (1) provide more 
guidance on the potential problems that can occur and-ways to 
overcome or avoid these problems, and (2) include guidance 
on contracting for statistical surveys. 

11 
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AGENCY COMMENTS 

The Departments of Commerce, Defense, and Transportation 
agreed with these conclusions and recommendations. The 
Depar tnent of the Interior suggested that a comprehensive 
manual or source book be developed describing in detail the 
procedures in attitude surveys and the threats to validity 
which are associated with each step. It should be available 
to potential users of survey data as well as Federal agencies 
sponsoring the research. 

The guidance mentioned in our recommendation could he 
presented to both sponsors amd consumers of opinion surveys. 

The Department of Commerce pointed out that OFSBS' Oom- 
mittee on Statistical Methodology will soon issue a report 
on nonsampling errors and believes that this mew report will 
be of considerable aid to the designers of surveys. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A MORE COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF POLLS 

AND SURVEYS IS NEEDED TO MAKE 

SURE COLLECTED DATA IS ACCURATE AND RELIABLE 

The clearance review and approval pbocess, established 
to fulfill OMB's Federal Reports Act responsibilities, has 
been the primary method used to monitor compliance with 
statistzcal standards. However, this process neither as- 
sures compliance with statistical standards nor assures that 
collected data is accurate and reliable- 

--The only review of opinion polls and attitude sur- 
veys, outside of that done by the sponsoring agency, 
occurs after survey design and planning is near com- 
pletion and therefore approval may be acquiescence to 
a less than adequate plan to which significant re- 
sources have already been committed. 

--The review does not assure the proper conduct of cer- 
tain segments of the survey or psll (sample selection, 
data collection and processing, and data analysis and 
reporting) since it takes place before their im- 
plementation. 

--Special attention should be given to the review, 
as discussed in this report of polls and surveys 
of independent Federal ri ,ulatory agencies, be- 
cause of the amendment to the Federal Reports Act, 
which transferred clearance responsibility for 
these agencies to GAO. 

INADEQUA'l% REVIEW OF 
INITIAL SURVEY PLANNING 

Questionnaires used or sponsored by Federal agencies 
to obtain attitudes or opinions from the public must be 
reviewed and approved by GMB's clearance officer. In 
reviewing the proposed data collection, OMB looks at (1) 
the need for the information and determines whether the pro- 
posed data collection will satisfy that weed, (2) the esti- 
mated cost of thz data collection and the estimated burden 
imposed on respondents, and (3) whether the data collection 
represents unnecessary dupiication. In addition, OFSPS re- 
views the technical adequacy of the survey design and the 
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ability of respondents to provide the information. The 
survey design includes the purpose of the survey; the 
definition of the target population or universe; the de- 
sign of the questionnaire and clarity of the questions; 
and decisions relating to the sample selection method, 
data collection methods, followup procedures, data editing 
rules, data processing methods, summarizing or estimating 
from sample data, and pretesting. The OMB clearance review 
occurs after the sponsoring agency has approved the survey 
design and the questionnaire or data collection tool has 
been developed. 

In each of the agencies we reviewed, the internal pro- 
cedures called for review and approval of surveys at various 
levels within the agency and subsequent submission of clear- 
ance packages to OW. In some agencies, such as the Interior) 
an extensive internal review is required (see p. 58), while the 
State Department requites only a minimal internal review (see 
p. 59). However, all agencies reviewed attempted to submit 
survey forms for clearance which were complete and ready for 
use. At this point the sponsoring agency , or in some cases 
the contractor, has committed significant resources to the 
project and expects to begin the survey. Requiring an 
agency to make a major change at this point may be dif- 
ficult because of its resource commitment. Making major 
changes to completed plans could be costly and time 
consuming. 

The problems of redoing basic survey design work was 
recognized by the Department of Commerce clearance officer 
on a Project Feedback opinion poll. The bureau performing 
the poll had not complied with internal requirements that 
groups within the Department of Commerce which perform or 
sponsor a statistical survey obtain Census Bureau assist- 
ante. The clearance officer approved the form because 
“it would not be practical to back up and start over.” 
He did indicate, however, that the survey research staff at 
the Census Bureau could contribute significantly if con- 
tacted in the early planning stages of a survey. 

The project airector accepted OMR’s recommended changes 
to the sample design and questionnaire of the Concorde Commun- 
ity Response survey without question and without review by the 
statisticians who had designed the sample and questionnaire 
because he felt he had no choice but to accept the changes. 
Disagreeing with the suggestions would simply delay 
clearance. 
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Two other surveys, which we did not review, were the 
subject of a paper by the contractor who performed the sur- 
veys. Delays caused by clearance of survey forms and addi- 
tional costs related to changes necessitated by the clear- 
ance review had, in the contractor's opinion, little or 
no benefit. In the contractor's opinion, a review of the 
survey design and purpose was not appropriate at the late 
stage in the study. The contractor stated that reviewers 
frequentl; eliminate questions or make changes that result 
in poorer quality data being collected. However, he stated 
"since the time pressure for clearance is usually so criti- 
cal the contractor does not object for fear the whole study 
schedule will be irreparably damaged." 

The ASA study team found that the clearance process 
received many complaints from researchers because of delays 
in the process. In one instance an investigator insisted 
that the intervention (OMB recommended changes) came too 
late to be productive and consequently he refused to co- 
operate with the recommended changes. 

OFSPS has recognized the value of early input to the 
design and development of a statistical survey. In its 
draft "A Framework for Planning U.S. Federal Statistics, 
1978-1989" OFSPS recommended submitting clearance requests 
for surveys to OWB at an early stage. It said 

-* * * the review of proposed statistical data 
collection efforts at an early stage could 
result in the identification of weaknesses at 
a time when they could be eliminated at 
minimum cost." 

The early review could also lead to improved coordination, 
better methodologies , closer adherence to standards, and 
would expedite clearance by having most major issues resolved 
at the beginning of the project. 

We agree with OFSPS' tentative recommendation. How- 
ever, we do not agree with OFSPS' belief that early reviews 
should be performed especially for projects of major impor- 
tance (projects with budgets over $500,000). Many less 
costly surveys could benefit from an early review but would 
be missed if this dollar level were interpreted as a limita- 
tion, including most of the opinion polls and attitude sur- 
veys we identified. (See p. 7.) Other factors, such as 
sample size, planned uses of the data, and complexity of 
the survey design should be used in conjunction with the 
survey cost as criteria for surveys needing early review. 

15 
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Conclusions 

OFSPS should implement early review of statistical SUK- 
veys. However, the criteria for surveys to be submitted for 
early review should consider more than just the cost of the 
poll or survey. Other factors which should be considered in- 
clude sample size, planned uses of the data, and complexity 
of the survey design. 

Recommendat ion 

We recommend that the Secretary of Commerce direct OFSPS 
to develop criteria to determine which surveys and polls 
require early review and establish a system for providing 
early review. 

Agency comments and our evaluation 

The Departments of Commerce and Defense agreed with our 

recommencation for early review. Defense was concerned with 
the cost of implementing a system for reviewing all surveys 
and polls, and is planning to institute an internal review 
procedure which would include all surveys. It also suggested 
that OFSPS could audit and approve procedures in place of a 
review of ind iv idual surveys. In our opinion, a system of 
internal agency review which OFSPS could audit and approve 
would be consistent with our recommendation. 

The Departments of the Interior and Transportation 
aisagreed with our recommendation because, in their opinion, 
another level of review would not be beneficial. We believe 
the ineffectiveness of the present review system is partly 
due to its timing in the approval process. An earlier re- 
view could solve problems and reduce the delays that the 
Interior and Transportation are concerned about in the pres- 
ent process. Commerce, in its framework document, agrees 
that earlier review should reduce delays. (See p. 15.) 

INADEQUATE REVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF SURVEY PLANS AND SURVEY REPORTING 

The present clearance review concentrates on the ques- 
tionnaire and the sample survey design. Monitoring the 
implementation of the survey is left to the agency. In 
addition, tnere is no review to see whether the conclusions 
can be substantiated by the data collected. 

We found technical flaws in the implementation OK re- 
porting of results for all five surveys reviewed in detail. 
These flaws for the most part could not have been detected I 1 I -i 
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from a review of the survey plan or desiqn. For example, 
the survey of airplane noise-and the landing of the C&corde 
at Dulles Airport was approved with a proposed random sample 
of 2,000 respondents from the area around the airport and 
in the flight path of the Concorde. However, the original 
sample plan did not include Fairfax City, Virginia. Since 
plans for subsequent surveys included Fairfax City, and the 
Federal Aviation Administration wanted to compare surveys, 
the project director and the contractor performing the survey 
added respondents from Fairfax City so that the surveys would 
be comparable. They did not, however, keep track of how 
many respondents were added. As a resultp it could not be 
determined if the sample was a random sample as called for 
in the plan. 

In addition, no quality control procedures were main- 
tained to prevent interviewers from unintentionally biasing 
the survey results and only limited verification of survey 
results was made to assure that the reported telephone 
interviews were actually made. Most importantlyp the sur- 
vey’s conclusions were not substantiated by the data col- 
lected. The final report stated that a certain number of 
persons approved of a test period for the Concorde. HOW- 
ever, survey questions failed to distinquish between the 
test period, limited operations, unlimited operations, 
and the Concorde airplane itself, As a result, the respon- 
dents may not have been aware that the question being asked 
was for their opinion of the t?st period. 

The three Project Feedback surveys performed by Com- 
merce also contained technical flaws which made survey re- 
sults in each case question&!*?. In one survey, the site 
visitor survey, the plan called for a sample of prospective 
buyers or renters. However , three-fourths of the respond- 
ents were not interested in buying or renting. In another 
survey, the exit survey, over 20 percent of ‘:he universe 
was excluded from the possibility of selection in the 
sample. 

In the occupant survey, the analysis of the data re- 
sulted in conclusions that could not be substantiated 
by the data collected. One purpose of the analysis was to 
compare the opinions of residents of industrialized hous- 
ing with opinions of residents of conventional housing. 
The conclusion was that occupants of industrialized housing 
were as satisfied with their homes as occupants of conven- 
tiJna1 housing. The survey, however, never considered the 
existence of rent subsidies to the occupants of the indux- 
tr ialized housing. While the conclusion spoke of satisfac- 
tion with the housing, the expressions of satisfaction may 
have referred to the subsidized cost of the housing. 
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The ASA study listed four surveys in which a probabil- 
ity sample was specified but never implemented and-noted 
that verification of coding and editing of data--commonly 
accepted quality control procedures for surveys--were not 
routinely perfcrmed. The ASA study also conc?uded that 
“incorrect causal inferences were often made.” Of the 15 
surveys the study team concluded had not achieved their 
objectives, 10 suffered from “incorrect causal inferences.” 

Dur ing the Commission on Federal Paperwork workshops 
on surveys, both contractor and agency personnel addressed 
the lack of review of survey implementation. Contractor 
personnel stated that the clearance process was inadequate 
because it concentrated on the survey questionnaire and 
reviewed nothing else. Agency personnel said that a review 
committee should be responsible for seeing that survey de- 
s igns are implemented. 

OFSPS nas included a recommendation in its draft of 
“A Framework For Planning U.S. Federal Statistics 1978-1989” 
that Circular A-46 should be expanded to include evaluation 
of survey data because: 

--Data users need to assess the quality of statistical 
data to effectively use it. 

--Data producers need to assess the quality of statis- 
tical data to improve it through changes in methodol- 
ogy. 

tie agree that standards for evaluation of statistical data 
are desirable. however, to De effective, compliance with 
the standards would have to be monitored. 

A monitoring system is needed to assess the adequacy of 
the surveys’ implementations and the validity of the sur- 
veys ’ conclusions. However, required monitoring of all sur- 
veys could be a monumental and often a fruitless task. There 
fore, criteria should be developed to identify those surveys 
in need of such monitoring. Such criteria should be based 
on the same factors suggested for determixing which surveys 
should be subject to early review. 

Conclusions 

The forms clearance system cannot assure that Federal 
attitude surveys and public opinion polls will provide valid 
data and conclusions substantiated by that data because 
clearance occurs before the survey plan is implemented. 
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Therefore, a system is needed to review or monitor survey 
implementat ion. Although we recognize that monitoring the 
implementation of all federally sponsored or conducted sur- 
veys would be difficult, a system to monitor or review the 
implementation of the more significant surveys is needed. 
In addition, criteria should be established for selecting 
surveys to be reviewed. Such criteria should be based on 
the same factors suggested for determining which surveys 
should be subject to an early review. 

We also believe a system of postreview is needed to 
make sure that inferences made from analysis of data and 
conclusions presented in survey reports are substantiated 
by the data collected in the survey. The OPSPS r ecommenda- 
tion to establish standards for evaluation of statistical 
data should be implemented and could serve as criteria 
against which to judge reported survey results. EIowever , 
a system to selectively review how well agencies are comply- 
ing with those standards is needed. 

Recommendations 

We recommend that the Secretary of Commerce direct 
OFSPS to develop criteria for selecting attitude surveys 
and public opinion polls that should be monitored or re- 
viewed during implementation and establish a system for 
providing that review. 

We further recommend that the Secretary of Commerce 
direct OFSPS to institute a program of postreview of 
selected attitude surveys and opinion polls to assure that 
inferences and conclusions reported as survey results are 
substantiated by the survey data , and make provisions for 
systematic reporting of these postreviews. 

Agency comments and our evaluation 

The Department of Commerce agreed with this recom- 
mendation and stated that it would seek ways to further 
develop criteria and systems to (1) monitor surveys 
during implementation and (2) institute postreview of 
selected surveys. 

The Department of the Interior agreed with our finding 
(see p. 7) that many agencies do not have the requisite 
skills or staffing to conduct, and in some cases even 
monitor, attitude surveys. However, the Interior stated that 
having OFSPS monitor and postreview selected surveys would 
be more cumbersome and self-defeating than the current 
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process. It suggested that each agency acquire the neces- 
sary skills and knowledge tc carry out the monitoring and 
postreview functions. The Department of Defense suggested 
that a monitoring and postreview function could be part 
of an internal review process which could be approved by 
OFSPS and subject to external audit m The Department of 
Transportation said that a monitoring effort would inter- 
fere with the day-to-day management of surveys. 

The Department of the Interior further suggested that 
a monitoring and postreview function, such as the one 
recommended, be accomplished through an interagency board 
of social scientists and statisticians with known survey 
experience. 

We believe that it is consistent with our recommenda- 
tions for individual agencies to establish internal moni- 
torirg and postreview functions for attitude surveys if 
(1) they have the necessary skills and knowledge, (2) the 
survey volume is sufficient to justify such internal 
functions, and (3) the functions are subject to OFSPS 
approval and external audit. 

We disagree with Transportation’s concern that such 
a monitoring function would constitute interference. In 
our opinion, it is not the responsibility of a monitoring 
group to I nterfere with the day-to-day work of a func- 
tioning enzity. To the contrary, such a group is only to 
observe and report on the day-to-day work of the group 
for purposes of critiqueing such work and making recom- 
mendations for changes where necessary. 

We do not believe an interagency board of social 
scientists and statisticians, as suggested by the Interior, 
could be effective because such a board would serve 
on an ad hoc basis. We believe an "in place" organization 
responsible for monitoring surveys on a full-time basis is 
needed to be effective. An ad hoc board would only be able 
to consider a few major surveys. 

The Department of Transportation was the only agency 
responding to our report that directly disagreed with our 
recommendation for a postreview of polls and surveys. 
Transportation was concerned that postreview and reporting 
of the postreview might constitute prior censorship. Be- 
cause postreviews will usually occur after survey reports 
are completed, we do not agree that such reviews would 
constitute prior censorship. 
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SOHE FEDERAL AGENCIES NOT 
COVERED BY PRESENT REVIEW 

An additional problem with attitude survpyc, and public 
opinion polls was created when the responsibiliiy for the 
clearance of independent Federal regulatory agencies’ forms 
was transferred from OM3 to GAG, GAO’s authority in forms 
clearance is limited to determining an agency’s adherence to 
to statistical standards in light of undue burden on respond- 
ents. 

Our review included only one agency considered an in- 
dependent Federal regulatory agency for purposes of the 
Federal Reports Act--FEA. At FEA, GAO cleared only two 
of the six attitude surveys or public opinion polls. The 
other four were exempted from GAO clearance because they 
were strictly personal or telephone interviews. GAO’s 
regulations state 

“* * * guides for personal visit or telephone 
or telegraph surveys are excluded from the def- 
inition, and therefore from clearance raquire- 
ments, on the basis that such activities do not 
bear a meaningful relationship to the statutory 
purposes of GAO review and clearance.” 

The exemption, however, is being reviewed because of the 
findings presented in this report and the potential for 
the exemption’s abuse. In addition, GAO has no authority 
to mandate changes to survey design or sampling plans 
unless they relate to the issues of burden or duplication. 

We looked at one of the two FEA surveys GAO cleared. 
A review of its survey design and planned sampling tech- 
niques might have brought out the potential for a low re- 
sponse rate. The potential existed because of the type of 
sampling plan being used coupled with the fact that the 
contractor had made no special provisions to counter non- 
response problems. In addition, reviewing the survey de- 
sign at an early stage would have revealed that the survey 
would not result in data which could be used to project 
the impact of proposed national carpooling policies--the 
stated purpose of the survey. That fact, while obvious 
from a review of the survey design, was not known to the 
FEA technical officer until the project was nearly complete. 

According to the OFSPS Director, independent Federal 
regulatory agencies are subject to the standards of Circular 
A-46. In our opinion, the organization responsible for sta- 
tistical standards should be the organization reviewing the 
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forms, as this review is the only system presentHy used 
to monitor compliance with statistical standards and good 
survey practices. 

We have previously recommended that forms clearance for 
all Federal agencies be handled by one agency rather than 
split as is now the case. (See “Status of GAO Responsibili- 
ties Under the Federal Reports Act,” May 28, 19X.) If this 
were done, the special problems of reviewing surveys conduc- 
ted or sponsored by independent Federal regulatory agencies 
would be alleviated by the technical reviews conducted by 
OFSPS. However, if we retain the responsibility for clear- 
ing forms for independent Federal regulatory agencies, 3FSPS’ 
efforts to improve statistical procedures at independent 
regulatory agencies are especially important because of the 
reduced visibility of the survey and polling weaknesses at 
these agencies. 

As discussed in the report (see p. 3), 0!-4PB submits to 
OFSPS the proposed surveys and polls of the executive agen- 
cies enabling identification of recurring or pervasive prob- 
lems. GAO also, in the course of performing its reports 
clearance functions evaluates the appropriateness of statis- 
tical methods used in individual surveys and samples in 
light of the burden placed on respondents. Howevee practi- 
cal considerations, such as the short period perHbitte4 for 
completion of clearance, preclude the comprehensfve and con- 
tinuing reviews that can be made by OFSPS. This makes it 
imperative that OFSPS make a special effort to include sur- 
veys and polls of regulatory agencies in its procedures for 
identifying recurring or pervasive problems. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS J.DEPlTIFIED IM 

SELECTED POLLS AND SURVEYS 

To obtain greater insight into tte practices followed in 
attitude surveys and public opinion polls conducted or 
sponsored by Federal agent ies , we selected five surveys as 
case studies: 

--Department of Commerce--Three opinion polls--part 
of a series of evaluations called Project Feedback-- 
used to &Lain attitudes toward industrialized 
housing projects from (1) visitors to the projects, 
(2) residents leaving the projects, and (3) project 
occupants. 

--Department of Transportation--An opinion survey 
entitled *‘Concorde Community Response” used to obtain 
local community attitudes toward the landing of 
the Concorde airplane at Dulles International 
Airport. 

--Federal Energy Administration--An opinion poll en- 
titled “A Marketing Approach to Carpool Demand Anal- 
ysis” used to obtain attitude data for use with 
a marketing model to determine the potential effects 
of var ious national carp001 ing incentive poI icies. 

PROJECT FEEDBACK’S COMCLLJSIONS 
HAY BE HISLEADING 

Project Feedback was a series of evaluation studies of 
Operation Breakthrough-- a demonstration program initiated by 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development in 1969 
to support the development of industrialized housing con- 
struction. The National Bureau of Standards sponsored or 
performed the evaluations under an agreement with the 
Department. Three of the evaluations were surveys of 
consumers ’ opinions. 

1. A site visitor survey to obtain public reaction 
from visitors to Breakthrough housing sites. 

2. An exit survey to evaluate whether residents 
leaving Breakthrough housing had been satisfied. 

3. An occupant survey to obtain residents’ opinions 
of Bre&through housing and compare them to opinions 
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of conventional housing obtained from residents of 
comparable conventional housing projects. 

The first two surveys were done primarily by the Bureau 
and the third was done primarily by a contractor. The Bureau 
was responsible for analysis of the data on all three surveys. 
Total cost for the three surveys was about $465,000. A short 
summary of our findings for each of the surveys follows. 

The site visitor survey was planned as a sample of 
prospective buyers or renters who visited Breakthrough housing 
sites and inspected model units. The plan called for an 
estimated 1,100 respondents per site. However, the largest 
number of responses obtained from any site was 406. Most 
of these responses were obtained during a highly publicized, 
free food and refreshments “gala.” Also, the majority of 
respondents to the survey were not interested in buying or 
renting Breakthrough housing. Because of these problems, 
the results of this survey should be used with great caution. 
The Project Feedback director told us that no final report 
or extensive analysis of the results of the visitors survey 
will be prepared. 

The exit survey was designed to evaluate the degree 
of satisfaction among persons moving out of Breakthrough 
housing. Telephone interviews were conducted with 60 of 78 
move-outs between December 1, 1973, and Harch I, 1974. The 
18 move-outs not interviewed did not have a phone, had an 
unlisted number, or moved without leaving a forwarding 
address. The results of 13 of 21 questions asked in the 
survey were reported to the Department. The Bureau did 
not consider the remaining questions sufficiently impor- 
tant to code and include in the analysis. 

A report showing the results of the analysis has been 
drafted and reviewed by Department officials. The report 
concludes that 

U* * * 78.2 percent of the respondents were either 
somewhat or very much satisfied with their total 
Operation Breakthrough residential experience 
*** 
somewf;at 

The remaining 21.8 percent were either 
or very much dissatisfied.’ 

Although the report does speak of the results in terms 
of respondents, in our opinion the report should caution 
the reader that the results may not be representative of the 
total move-out group because of the exclusion of 18 (23 
percent) of the move-outs. 
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The occupant survey was the largest of the three surveys 
and the primary tool for evaluating public reaction to Break- 
through housing. The survey consisted of a personal inter- 
view questionnaire to be administered to all occupants of 
Breakthrough housing and a comparison questionnaire admin- 
istered to a selected sample of conventional households 
chosen to be as comparable as possible to the vatious 
Breakthrou h 
pleted---=1, I 

sites. A total of 2,045 interviews were com- 
83 with Breakthrough occupants and 562 with con- 

ventional housing occupants. The Bureau developed the ques- 
tionnaire --consisting of 218 questions--while a private 
contractor conducted the interviews. 

The conclusions from the survey were based on an analy- 
sis of only 11 (5 percent) of the 218 items covered in the 
occupant questionnaire. According to the project director 
the limited analysis was due to a lack of funds. In the 
analysis performed, respondents’ answers were not given equal 
weights. Several of the questions were open ended allowing 
for as many answers as the respondent cared to make. For 
example, a responaent could list seven reasons for liking 
Breakthrough housing and two respondents could list two 
reasons each for disliking Breakthrough housing. The analy- 
sis would show seven favorable and four unfavorable re- 
sponses rather than one favorable and two unfavorable re- 
spondents. In addition, no analysis was performed to deter- 
mine if the differences in percentages of Breakthrough versus 
conventional housing occupants expressing satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction were statistically signif icant. 

Many Breakthrough housing residents receive rent sub- 
sidies. This factor could influence the attitudes and 
opinions of these residents about Breakthrough housing. The 
Bureau of Standards recognized the impact of housing costs 
on the opinions of residents by reporting that cost was the 
most frequently cited reason for selecting a Breakthrough 
home and that low housing costs were associated with satis- 
faction while higher housing costs were associated with dis- 
satisfaction, but did not include the impact of rent subsi- 
dies in the analysis of survey results. In a report to 
tne Department. of Housing and Urban Development, the Bureau 
qualified the conclusions on housing satisfaction: 

“Thus it appears that tno most satisfied groups are 
likely to be groups with low income, with low monthly 
housing costs receiving rent subsidies/supplements. 
If the subsidized are in fact the satisfied, it is not 
clear whether they are happy because of good housing 
or whether they are happy because of what they are 
getting for the money (relative cost) .* 
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Rent subsidies were not considered in the survey or in 
the analysis of the survey results. The overall conclusion 
was that occupants of Breakthrough housing had opinions 
about their hotising which were as favorable as the cpinions 
that occupants of matched conventional housing had about 
their dwellings. The percentages of satisfied and dissa- 
tisfied Breakthrough respondents receiving rent subsidies 
were not included in the analysis. Because the existence 
of subsidies for persons living in Breakthrough housing was 
not considered, the overall conclusion may be misleading. 

THE CONCORDE SURVEY--POORLY 
CONDUCTED AND ~OE~TRBLLED 

On February 4, 1976, the Secretary of Transportation 
authorized limited operation of the Concorde airplane at 
New York’s John F. Kennedy Airport and Dulles International 
Airport near Washington, D.C., for a trial period of 16 
months. The Federal Aviation Administration was to monitor 
Concorde operations during the test period. The monitoring 
was to provide input into the decision process which would 
determine whether the Concorde should be allowed to use 
U.S. airports permanently. As part of that monitoring 
effort, the Federal Aviation Administration planned to 
sponsor a series of attitude surveys to measure local com- 
munity reaction to the decision and provide data for the 
decision on continued operations of the Concorde after 
the trial period. In addition, it planned to conduct a 
nationwide survey to obtain national opinion data on the 
Secretary’s decision. 

OMB reviewed the questionnaires and survey design for 
the entire project and as a result of OMB recommendations 
the Federal Aviation Administration dropped the idea of a 
nationwide survey and increased the sample size of the local 
surveys from 500 to 2,000. OWB statisticians did not consider 
500 a large enough sample for the types of analyses planned. 
OMB also required several changes tp the questionnaire--both 
adding and deleting questions. 

The first survey was a telephone survey of residents 
in the Virginia and Maryland communities surrounding Dulles 
Airport and in the Concorde flight path. Its purpose was 
to provide data on local community attitudes and awareness 
of airplane noise prior to Concorde operations. By compar- 
ing results with the first survey, subsequent surveys in 
the Dulles area would determine changes in attitudes 
and awareness resulting from limited Concorde operations. 
Our assessment was confined to the first Dulles survey. A 
number of problems occurred: 
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--The sample was to be a random selection of 2,200 
telephone numbers (2,000 plus 200 substitntes for 
nonrespondents) drawn from published telephone 
subscribers in the Dulles area. As a result, 15 to 
18 percent of the population of the towns sorrcunding 
DUlleS--perSOnS without telephones or with unpun- 
lished telephone numbers--were not included in the 
group from which the sample was drawn. 

--Residents of the City of Fairfax, Virginia, were ex- 
cluded from the 2,200 sample drawn for the srorvey. 
The project director and contractor performiarg the 
survey added telephone numbers from the City of 
Fairfax to make 0; survey comparable to follow-on 
surveys. HoweveV, no records were kept of the urumber 
added and no one was able to prowide us an acceptable 
estimate of the resulting sample size, The ethod 
used to select the additional numbers was the same as 
that used to select the original 2,200. 

--The survey questionnaire nay have contributd to uw- 
reliable results because: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The questions dealing with public reaction to the 
Secretary’s Concorde decision failed to distin- 
quish between a test period for the Concorde, 
limited Concorde operations, unlimited CanccPrde 
operations, and the Concorde airplane itself. 
As a result, the respondent may not have been 
aware that the question being asked was for 
an opinion of limited operations for a 16-month 
test period. 

The Structure of several questions allowed a wide 
latitude to the interviewer on how to pose the 
questions. If questions are posed differently 
they will elicit noncomparable responses, 

The questions dealing with attitudes towards 
neighborhoods, pollution, and aircraft noise were 
worded so that they may have introduced a negative 
bias. 

It did not guarantee confidentiality which could 
result in unreliable responses. 

--The opening statement of the questionnaire introduced 
the topic of Concorde flights and may have affected 
opinions by highlighting the Concorde prior to asking 
questions about noise problems. Transportation sffi- 
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cials explained that the opening statement was re- 
quired by OMB in the interest of informed consent of 
respondents. In subsequent surveys this requirement 
was removed. In addition, the survey was conducted 
during a period of extensive publicity about the up- 
coming Concorde flights, including a May 17, 1976, 
visit from the President of France by way of the 
Concorde. As a result, the survey may not have 
yielded good pre-Concorde flight data. 

--Telephone interviews were conducted primarily by 
volunteers from a local women’s club and two campuses 
of a local community college. Interviewers were not 
screened for potential bias and wdre given only one 
training session (about 2 hours) and a brief manual 
of instructions. 

--There was very little quality control over the inter- 
viewing. Telephone calls were not made from a central 
location and there was no onsite supervision. In ad- 
dition, only 10 percent of the respondents were called 
back to verify the interviews. The contractor ’ s nor- 
mal call-back ratio of 20 percent was not followed 
due to the time constraints. The contractor did 
edit the questionnaires for internal consistency. 

--Interviewers completed 2,026 interviews in 4-l/2 to 
5 days. However, the interviews were not equally 
distributed between noise impact areas as calied for 
in the sample design. Moderately noise impacted and 
unimpacted areas were oversampled and highly and 
lightly impacted areas were undersampled. Within 
the unimpacted noise area, the community from which 
interviewers volunteered was oversampled-- re- 
spondents rather than 84 as called for by the sam- 
pling plan. In our opinion, this may have been 
caused by the lack of supervision over who was being 
interviewed. 

The many problems cited above make it very difficult to 
draw reliable conclusions from the data. The Department of 
Transportation admits that the Concorde survey was conducted 
on an expedited basis because of severe time limitations 
and recognizes the limitations in the survey and its report- 
ing. However , it believes we overstated these limitations. 
We believe that the only conclusion which can be validly 
drawn from the survey data is the number of respondents 
who had prior information about the Secretary of 
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Transportation's decision concerning the Concorde. Any 
comparison of the results of the first Dulles survey with 
future surveys would be very difficult because it is not 
known exactly on what subject opinions were obtained. 

INADEQUATE PLANNING AND DATA ANALYSIS 
OCCURRED Id THE CARPOOL DEMAND SURVEY 

A marketing approach to carpool demand analysis was one 
of a series of studies to identify ways of encouraging the 
public to make less use of private autos with only one oc- 
cupant and more use of other transportation modes. The 
study included a survey designed to provide input data for 
a marketing model which would allow FEA to estimate (1) the 
number of commuters who would shift to carpooling for their 
trip to and from work under each individual OK a combination 
of transportation modes under review, (2) the reduction in 
energy usage that would result , and (3) the reduction in 
air pollution caused by reduced auto emissions. FEA planned 
to use the estimates derived from the survey and subsequent 
analysis to formulate national policies and programs for 
encouraging carpooling. The cost of the study was about 
$84,000. 

In our opinion, the validity and reliability of the 
survey results are too limited to allow inferences to be 
drawn on geographic areas other than the three included 
in the study. use of these survey results in deciding fu- 
ture carpool policies should be limited. 

Although the survey was to provide data for estimating 
the impact of national policies, a random national sample was 
considered prohibitively expensive. Instead, a sample was 
drawn from three metropolitan areas chosen to represent the 
diversity of the Nation's urban areas and various factors 
conducive to carpool formation. Clusters of city blocks were 
randomly selected and a quota of five interviews per cluster 
was established. 

While this sampling method reduced costs, it selected 
a household when the true unit of analysis was the commuter/ 
worker resident of a household. Also, this type of selec- 
tion process tends to heavily weight completed interviews 
with people who are typically at home and willing to talk. 
The characteristics of these people may be different from 
the people who are rarely at home or unwilling to talk. The 
sampling plan contained no provisions to counter a potenti- 
ally high nonresponse. Only two call-backs were planned 
and no sampling of nonrespondents was planned. 
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Although most of the questions were not of a sensitive 
nature, some potentially sensitive areas were included such 
as age, income, number in household employed, and employer, 
and the survey questionnaire contained no guarantee of 
confidentiality. As noted by the contractor, the two-part 
survey questionnaire was very complex. In addition, it 
was estimated that an hour would be required to complete 
the interview portion. 

In our opinion the lack of a confidentiality guarantee 
along with the questionnaire’s complexity and length tended 
to reduce response rates as well as the validity and reli- 
ability of responses. 

The survey’s response rate was extremely low. Interview 
attempts were made at 6,543 households. Contact was made at 
4,119, of which only 2,371 contained qualified respondents. 
Of these, 533 were not available, 936 refused to be inter- 
viewed, and 902 completed an interview. 

Survey Response Experience 

Interview attempts 

Results: 
NO COntaCt 

Contact: 

don aualified 
One or more 

qualified: 

Respondent not 
available 

Refused 
Interview com- 

pleted 

Number of households 
Chicago Pittsburgh Sacramento Total Percent 

2,156 1,879 2,508 6,543 -- - P 

833 603 988 2,424 37 
1,323 1,276 1,520 4,119 63 - II - Y 

682 466 600 1,748 42 
641 810 920 2,371 58 - - - - 

71 203 259 533 22 
269 307 360 936 40 

301 300 301 902 38 

Survey results were reported to FEA in four technical 
memorandums and one summary report. FEA distributed the 
summary report to the Federal Highway Administration, 
State and local carpool agencies, urban planners, and FEA 
regional off ices. 

The study did not investigate the implications of car- 
pool policies on a national scale. The summary report recog- 
nizes this limitation but suggests that useful city comparisons 
could be made. The report notes: 
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“Although extensions of the results of the study 
to other cities cannot be made with complete con- 
fidence, the impact of carpool policies on other 
cities within the same major breakdown by size and 
transit service should be quite similar and us- 
able. m 

The summary report also notes other survey limitations, 
such as the length and complexity of the questionnaire, but 
fails to mention the significantly low response rate. 

Considering the low response rate, sampling of only 
three cities, length and complexity of the questionnaire, and 
weighting of responses with people typically at home, we be- 
lieve the surwey results are too limited to allow extensive 
interpretation or extension to other geographic areas--the 
primary purpose of the initial contract. 
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WFNmY-FO”RIH coNOI(W rmw- 
slowa QI,CI mL3ILDI*S UlkX No. I - 

JDQl D 0‘wu.L *Ic* c*AmYAN WON?ZC~,tZHQSO 

rl”Dmr I wan* cmo. CU”I*cI 1 snown. onI0 
c*,LIP L1 *NAM.. INO. CAMI 1. yowIIa*D. CAUT. 
wILl.lI” I msco”LLD. Lecn. 1*-c, ,. .Rov*uA.. MC. *. M* ur,n 1% c* CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES &UN” rvnrr *I -rw1(ID* 111 UPU‘L L OLnnE. uno mot-L 0?.1elc<*. * I trr uwmoa) HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
-n mm, I”“t*ll. *r. UllM mn uo”rcr~. -. COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE 
A”nRcw uAOU1.P. *-I. 
t,yI.cs~.“’ v. “.. SUBCOMMIllEE ON ENERGY AN0 POWER 

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20315 

April 1, 1976 

The Honorable Elmer 8. Staats 
Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Street 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Nr. Staats: 

On March 18, representatives of the Federal Energy Administration 
testified before the subcommittee on Energy and Power that the FEA has, by 
contract and otherwise, sponsored surveys and polling of public opinions 
and attitudes concerning energy policy matters. 

We believe such surveys are beyond the scope of FEA's authority, under 
Section 5(b) (9) of the Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-275; 
15 U.S.C. 764), to "collect, evaluate, assemble, and analyze energy information 
on reserves, production, demand, and related economic data." Furtherrmore. 
the FEA witnesses tesrtfied that, so far as they were aware, FEA had not 
complied with the Fede.x.1 Reports Act (44 U.S.C. 3501-3512) which requires 
FEA, before conducting surveys of 10 or more persons, to clear the survey 
questions with the Comptroller General. 

We request that you inform us about the extent I and the details thereof, 
of GAO's oversight and clearance of every survey or polling of public opinion, 
attitudes or views, or research thereon, conducted and/or financed by the FSA 
since its creation in 1974. 

II. 

We further request that you initiate a comprehensive, government-wide 
investigation of every survey or polling of public attitudes and opinions 
conducted, financed, or disseminated by each Federal agency since January 1. 
1970. Such investigation should examine for each such survey or polling the 
following matters: 

1. The purpose and nature of the survey or polling project. 

2. The cost of rhe survey or polling. 
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The Honorable Elmer 5. Staats April 1, 1376 

-3. The legal authority (if any1 under which the survey or polling 
was couducted. fimc&or tisseminated. 

4. The nature of the surva- or pollibg questions. 

5. (?.I 

(b3 

6. (4 

(b) 

Were those cpestions ami the project cleared by the 
-troller General, cur the Director of the Office of 
Mamaqemeut a.& Bu@et, as requir& by the Federal Reports 
Act? 

If the answer to question St) is no, uhy were they not 
cleared? 

Did the agency prepare the questions or project with the 
aid of, or dear them with. any representatives of the 
indust* or indusmies regulated by the agency conducting 
or finaucing the srmrvey or polling? 

If the auswex to quest&n 6M is yes, to what extent was that 
done aud vhat were the names of fi) the industry representatives; 
and (ii) the co&es or trade associations they represented? 

7. Did the disseAnarion of t&e resnlts of such survey or polling 
involve a viola-n of the Act of Sepm?mb=er 6, 1966 (80 Stat. 416; 
5 u.S.C. 3107) wS.ch f&bides the use of appmpriated funds "to pay a 
pablicity expert mmless speazificakly appropriated for that purpose? 

It would be appreciated if yaur s%aff would contact P.r. Prank Potter or 
Mr. Phineas Indrita of the firabcamrcit~ staff (225-1030) cmcerning any question 
yollr staff miqht have ragard%ng t&is mquest. In conducting this investigation. 
your staff will, of course, need P confer with the various agencies. However, 
we request that your staff (al nut tramsmita copy of your proposed report to 

s Eor cement: amd (b) keep our staff advised of the progress of 
nfer wit%3 our staff prior to the ampletion of 

Chalrmn 
5 :tcommittee cn Oversight 

Ind Investigations 

w 
Chairman 

tee on Sncrgy and Power 

L James L. Oberstar 
!4eYl&?rofcongxess 

JDD:Ipl 
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GoMWROLLER GENERAL OF THE UMITEB fSTA= 

wAsHmiGTcsu. cc to84(1 

Dear :4r. io68: 

Ry Isteer of ceptcr4xr 0,8 l97A, you rsqueeeoeed that ehe !Ganeral 
Accountin); OfPBsa (GAO) x&&a 8 seudy to dettmdna ff the B@dera?l 
Energy Admhierratiom h&s been violating the protisions of 5 11. S.C. 
0 3107 (nssa). 2”nat acseutory protiielon, wtlfcn ‘lad first been 
maceed 8s part of the Act of October 22, 191?, c’l. 32, 38 Stare. 2nJ, 
212, pr~vi&-~ as follow 17 tee codffiad form: 

“~ppp~oprfarcd funds may net be used to pey a 
pubtictty expert uelass spwAfic.aUy appropriated 
for thao purpaae. ’ 

In none& the appropriaeim sctu applieakle to fiscal yeate 137A 
and 1975 did we find any epocffPc appropriation for “publlicity emrpetts“ 
for any Gawramene P&atcy. The axteat to which a separate delineation 
for putliciry expercx is p~otidad ia the budget subra%aeione of cha 

respective depa-rtzmts end %g@ncfe8 ;UM zot been de tirnrhmd. hp. a 
sample of the infow?PatLou contaInad in ‘The kd~:et of the Uititod Ttatrs, 
Fl.scal Yew 1975, Appendix” would ia&iccsts that ft is not the general 
practtc.e of the egencies to do so. In lkgrrt of th@80 fasts some 
hia torfeal parepecefve tighe he helpful. 

Our pr%or decfsiom conwmh~g 5 0.S.C. B 3137 are not ertenraive, 
the hulk of thwn !x&ng akisen generally in the 1?3g’s. Ae chat time 
we had difffculty applying the statutory provtaitm and 50 ia d * 
!%nAerlp of kgaea wham ioqirfes were slddrastaed to us. The dff ff.- 
cultiee WC then axperfenced included the followiog: 

1. The p>onfbition Fe against compensating any publicity 
expert” hut the statute contains no definition of a 
“pthlicity expert” or criteria for dsterminLng who ie 
8 “publicity expert. Those employed far or engaged 
in @o-called publfdty work were not appointed aa 
prdblicity exppsrta but wnder BODIB other desigation 
and, for the most p&r$. did not purport to be experts. 
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2. The eraployeee engaged Ln so-called publicity vork 
wme aselgned to their duties by their, supervisors. 
and eeasq~~enely it would hwe been hash to trlth- 
hold rho comgeneation of t?ae rsqhycecs. 

3. Th@~e were agencies whose regular duties or vhaee 
%ffeeltv% ~niphmktatim of ~ency reaponstbilittee 
required the acquisition and diseeminatfob of infar- 
mation, even though no sgecifk prosldlsian! for personnel 
therefor taay have been contained in the pcjrtfneat 
qqmkptiation law. I 

Romedid legislation was progoeed in 1943 in the fom of 11-R. 555, 7?ti: 
-q.. eneitled “A ,:KLL Relating to Pegialaelve and budgetary control 
of sxpendituree for publfcity actfvltlas of ehe executive branch of the 
%der.al Gowerxskant e and for ocher purposea. ” That bill did not pcnss 
but in e ntfng on It, we stated that we believed that ie would be 
mrare affective in eontrolling expenditurea for publicity purposes c38n 
ah% Ace of Oembet 22, 1913, the Act from which 5 U.E.C. C XC7 is 
lseefved. Lm et&fag thae ccmprriscm we repaeted: 

“* * * The d%fficuPtp in enforcing the present law 
enriaes from the face that those employed for public2ty 
pwpcmas are not usually officially designated as smch 
but are giv&ti oeher designations aud when the partfeular 
department or agency Ls questioned with ras?ect tbtreto 
the head tltereof invariably insists that the employee is 
noe a publiciey expert. fBo, It cannot be said that every. 
employee whosepares erees pelesleee or mgu~~~ artides --. ..- -- -- -- 
it3 Q pL?lAm.eg" we_- mert and thfe office has n_o_t felt warranted --- 
la withholdi-ng the c~snearscti~~of an employee rmere3y -- --- ------ 
becaw-rt or all of his officfal dueias nay consfee of --- II---- 
scqkqr dPeseaineeing in_%_amotion when neither h% 
~o%"tmmt_aor the pey rolla deecri+ him I$B a pubSiicfty- 
exQ%P:t. ” (i%i~hafs added.) 

The pisqmaa of the Congmse in ennceing 5 0.S .C. P 3107 wa8 appat- 
entlp to prohibit improper publicity activity ulthiu the agencies, that 
is, publfcLty work ttoe npecffically cnuoborized by 1s~. St my %e ehat 
la do6.a agencfes of ehe Cov@nuwnt employees may et tines bs assigned 
the duey of preparfnp, OP dissemIwti.n%g information for the QUPQOS~ of 
reflecting credit upon an activity, or upon the officiala charged witn 
Its adtiniattratfon, rather than for the purpose of fur&er%ng the work 
which the 1~ has Imposed upon it. In femme years, witnoett apparent 
concern for 5 U.S.C. S 3lOP, Congress ham %.neluded prov%sicme in cereain 
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appmpriation acts addressed specifically to publicity. Pr6visitnle 
specifically referring to publicity which are c,mtained ti various 
appropriaeion acts for fiscal years 1974 and 1975 are se6: forth in . 
an anclosure herewith. 

With particular reference to the Federal Energy Adm3.zoistration 6Fi?), 
subsection 14(a) of the Federal Energy Administration !Wz of 1976, 
Pub. L. Xo. 93275, 88 Stat. 96, 108, places specific reqponsibilitk 
on the agoncy to dLmem%nete information to the public. 1% grovides~ 

“The Administrator shall make public. m a ccnt%atig 
basis, any statiutical and economic analyses, data, *for- 
action, and whatever reports and eummariea are necessary to 
keep the public fully ma currently infomed as to 63x Imxm2, 
extent, and projected duration of short 8 of energy sqtplfea, 
the impact of such ehoreages, and the steps being t la to 
minimi%% such i~W&B." 

Section 6 of the FZA Act of 1974, eupr+ , transferred from the kpart- 
men& of the Interdor to FEA the Office of Petroleum AUoca&km, the Office 
of Energy Ccmervartion, the Office of Energy Data md Anzz.ly&s emd t&e 
Offflce of Oil and Gas and section 9 authorfaes apad directs t&e Diretior 
of the Office of Management and Budget to diepose of the “expended 
bslances of appropriations, authorizations, allocations, aad other farnde 
held, used, arising from, available to, or to be made av&l&le in cmx-- -. _-.-- ._--_-_-_- 
nection with functions which are transfsrr&by * * * this Act, as t&e 
Dfpeceor deems necessary and appropriate to accxmqlish f&a iatenr andi 
purpose of this Act” (emphasis added). Thus, the moneys rseppropr%.ate,d 
under the headings of “Hue1 Allocation, Oil ad Gas Progra~$ and "E~?tgy 
Conservation and Analysis” in the Special Energy Research and Dew.kp 
merit Appropriation Act, 1975, Pub. L. No. 93-322, RR Stat, 2X, 278, are 
available for oblBga&lsn and expendifmre by the EA. See S. Rep. No. 93- 
903, 2d Sees. 19, 2') (1974). 

.-- 
Neir ‘,er of theae appropriation p~ovisillms 

provision f? the Special Energy !&sear& an&l Lkvelcqxnent 
Acts 1975, contains a specific approprfatiom for publicftg 

exparts. We note, hOvevet, that H. Rep. No. W-1010, 2d Sees. 20 (U74). 
states, in part: 

“The purpose of the Office of Energy Ccmservaticsn fs 
to r~~duce snergy demand growth as rapidly as possible der 
conditions of acceptable so&o-@con&c inpacts. ?fajor 
frsrscticmca include * * * developing motivatfomal eduati 
programs on energy conservation for the kerican public 
and carrying out an agressive [sic] multi-&a pubMe 
information and cons-r awareness program; Q * *.I' 
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‘iorepver , although there is no specific breakdan of nqmber of personnel 
engaged in publicity.functione therein, the budget justification 
presented to the House and Senate AppropriatiorsComitEees on behalf of 
the office of Energy Conservation stated, in part, as follows: 

“O-r*rration -- 

“The 9% is organized in *.i.ree line divisions -- Voluntary 
and .?kndatory Programs ."Aicy Evaluatfon and Implementation; 
and Research, Develq ant and Demonstration. 

I * * * * 

“Fiscal Year 1976 ?romam Objectives ----. 

* * * * * 

"The Division of Voluntary Programs has two branches: Public 
Education and Information, and State and Local Government 
Programs. 

“Public Education and Iafomation Bran& - National advertising ------- 
program (contract with the hdveyisfng Council, Inc., Cunninghem 
& Walsh advertfsing agency). AI.1 media ceaapeign with emphasis 
on television and radio. Outstanding success during firet few 
monthe of program (Nn. championship ganaes, Super Bowl, prime- 
tima evening television). 

“Preparaeion and mass miliaga of materials an energy consarva- 
don, including Congressional, elected official and privaee 
sector correspondence requiring nonroutine action (face sheets, 
booklets, backgrounders, speeches, Presidential mm~agas, and 
FE0 actfon papers). 

“Special Projects: as per instructions (Executive Order, FE0 
Administrator) to vork closely witb Federal agencies to insti- 
tute broad constituency EC programs. Examples include a Civil 
Service Commission Federal employee and agency BC awards pro- 
gram, including cash awards; HEW school and teacher programs; 
GSA driver awareness program; White House EC press conference, 
special briefings and seminars, 

* 4 a * * 
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“Fiscal Year 1975 Prssrn Objectives - Divitiion of Voluntax . --_I----- - ---- ---- 
!?ls.!?m 

* * * * l 

“Public Educaeioa and Information Branch - Thfs Rtanch has as ---- -- 
its prlncfpal focus the daily, intensive dissemination of 
information on energy and energy conservation to the private 
BIector. Included in the education and information programs 
are advertising, printed and publistid materials, visuals, 
film, television and radio scripts and telope, fact sheets 
and special presentationa for conferences, seminars, and the 
like. 

“The raafien’a mass media will recefve heavy attention in dis- 
sdnatimg eh% program. Included uill be an axeensive speakers’ 
placemene program which will seek opportunltiea for OEC and 
FE0 representatives to highlight the &iministrati.on’s energy 
conmwrvaticm and demand management progrezas. 

“Tha Branch will conduct public opinion research on a con- 
thug basis to assist in prsvfaing FE0 tith guidalfnes in 
making decisions regarding the *act of programs and proposed 
actfome on the private sector. 

“The fiacsl year l-74 outreach program will be expanded, 
including the introduction of materiala speciffcally requested 
by the Congress for mass distribution through mailtnps rm? 
distribution cemters. 

“The Brsnoh will develop and offer new energy conservation 
c icationa to eeleeted groups (the Congress, opinPon 
le&re, elected officials, academia, Federal executiv 9). 

“The activity till eeek tigoroualy to induce Federal agencies 
to develop constituency and contractor programs designed to 
further energy cons@rvatl.on progress in the naeion. Examples 
($18 tiecel year 4) include the Civil Service CommLasion ’ a 
Federa% fEsParde P tan, DOC’s business and industry program 
and BEVs teache d student EC kit program. 

“The Branch will seek out new opportuntei s hcluding joint 
venturing tith other Federal agencies. 1 mflllon in coneaact 
funda for the project).” 
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Specb.l Etwgy Research and IkmlopDent Approptfation Bill 
for 1995, ibarfngs bf6m SubcenePlttea of t&s Howe Cdttw 
on &Q+oQti%tion%, Pt. 1, 93d Con$., 26 SeSs. 234-277 (19742 
sp%ciLd EtwtPgy Reeeratch 3Rd Dev%P YoQYi&atlmts for 
F 1 Y%tw 1995, Re3tig3 OR rr. B fom the senete 
C tee% on A~~rroprlstioroe, 93d Sees. 521-524 (1974). 

It is our vim-a that 5 U.S.C. 5 3107 (1973, is, vague in thak ie fails 
to defim “publisity expert” a~! hence ia difficult to apply. i!arwer , 
we do not believe that tt is intended to interfere with the dfstireatCon 
of fafsrmtf6n which Bm agemy iJ3 rsquirc3d by statute to dk!&Bee3lia3te. 
It 5.3 8QQsmat from the abmm that a large pat of the eeorutory duties 
of the PEA is ths disertinat%oa of specified infonnatisn to the gmeral 
QUbhZ t%Bd/OY difd tea se riles thereof. Ou the pteeent record we 
have no bas%s fog believing that 5 U. S .C. 8 3107 has been tic&at&. 

We trust that the fooegohg will .mrve the purpose of yczft~ lnqairy. 

Sincerely yours, 

’ -my ; Coeaptroller Genaral 
of the United States 

Easloeura 
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APPEWDIX II 

1. Section 731 of the Department of Defense &qmqwisthm Act, 1974, 
Pub. L. 'do. 33-238, 57 Stat. 1926, 1037, atad swction B9sl of tke 
Departramt of Defense ApproprLation Act, 1975, Pub. L. Ilo. 93-437, 
88 Stat. 1212, 1224, provide: 

‘%o part of any appropriation contaF3sd in t%fs Act 
shall be wed for publicfty or propaganda purposes not 
authorieed by ehe Congress. ” 

2. Section 410 of the Departments of Labor. and Fealt)s, Educatioo, and 
Welfare Appropriation Act, 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-192. 87 Stat. 746, 
765, md eeccfon 409 of tlze Departments of Labor, and padlth, Educa- 
tion, ad Mslfare Appropriation Act, 1975, Pub. L, :10. 93-517, 88 
Stat. 1634, 1651, protide: 

%a part of my appropriation contalmzd in t!zie Act shall 
be wed, other than for normal and recoSnPzed execrutim- 
la&dstfve3 relstionehipe, for publicity or propagatkds pmrpoms, 
for the preparatim, &skl.butlon, or um of any tit, pamphlet, 
booklee, publfcatfon, rad80, teletision or film preseatacion 
4eaeigned to eupport or defeat legfcletioaa pen&ng be&m the 
Congre~~s, except in preeez~tation ta the Ccmgress Itself.” 

3. Section 701 of the kpartswnee of .Ytate, Jmtiee, rrpsld Qnmerce, the 
Judiciary, and Releeed hgeaciea Appropriation Ret, P!JYQ, Pub. L. NO. 93- 
162, 87 Stat. 636, 659, and section 701 of Che Departmats of State, 
Juetice, and C rat, the Judf , and R&H& Z,gm.e%w Appropria- 
tion Act, 1945, Pub. L. NO. 93-433, 88 Stat. U.87, 1208, provide: 

“No part of any approprlatllon contain424 fn WI.6 &et 
shaI1 be med for publifcity or propaganda paarposcs ~0% 
authorized by the tkq,mm. ” 

4. S&don 601 oi the brefga~ Ass.L9tance and ?k?:ated Propmsnr Approprfls- 
tima Act* 1394, Pub. L. PO. ci3-.?4n, 97 feat, 1[riCn, E!m, provf-deu: 

“No part of my appropriation containec! in ttis tit shall 
be used for publicity or propaganda purposes w?thb tile T'rpited 
States not beretofore authorized by the Comgrzw.” 

5. Subsection 607(a) of tile TZYSHW~~, Postal Zervice, anti Zenernl Covern- 
rent Approprfatfon Act, 1974, Pub. L. 3'0. 93-144, 87 Stet. 510, 524, 
end subsectlou 507(a) of the Treasury, Postal. LService, and General 
Covemnt Appropriatim Ace, 1975, Pub. L. Yo. 93-381, 88 Stat. 613, 
632, provide: 
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"NO part of any appropriation conttined fn this or 
my other Act, or of the funda available for expenditure 
by any corporation or agency, ahall. be used for publfcfty 
or propaganda purpmee designed to support or defeat legis- 
1atPon pending before Ccmgretm." 
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TITLES OF PUBLIC OPINION POLL 

AND ATTITUDE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES IDENTIFIED BY GAO AT 

FIVE FEDERAL AGENCIES 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

United States Coast Guard 

1. USCG Auxiliary Questionnaire 

2. Boating Practices Survey 

3. Recreation Boating Casualty Survey 

4. Nationwide Boating Survey 

5. User Response Questionnaire 

Urban Mass Transportation Administration 

6. Sun Run Bus Rider Survey 

7, SQAC Survey 

8. Miami Home Interview Survey 

9. Miami Carpool Survey 

10. Miami Bus Rider Survey 

11. Form A&B Ridership Survey Questionnaire 

12. General Survey Questionnaire 

13. Survey of Public Reaction to TRANSPO-UMTA Sponsored 
Exhibit of State of the Art Car Mockup 

14. Questionnaire for Urban Corridor Travel Data in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 

15. Bus Design Questionnaire 

Federal Railroad Administration 

16. National Rail Passenger Survey 

17. Survey of Railroad Passengers 
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18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32, 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

Advanced Ground Vehicle Survey--Automobile 

Advanced Ground Vehicle Survey--Common Carrier 

APPENDIX III 

Capitol Beltway Station Questionnaire 

Urban Railroad Location Survey 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

Driver Licensing Guidelines Questionnaire 

Interview Schedule for Survey of Behavior and Attitude- 
Traffic Law System 

Automobile Purchasing 

NHTSA Research Project 1974 Safety Belt Questionnaire 

Safety Belt Interlock System Usage Survey 

Effectiveness of Safety Belt Warning & Interlock System 

Consumer Services Hotline Survey 

HSL User Survey 

Youth Alcohol Education Material Dissemination b Promotion 

Relationship Between Alcohol & Highway Safety 

Federal Highway Administration 

Motorist Questionnaire Survey 

Dallas Urban Corridor Demonstration Program Project-On-Bus 
Passenger Survey 

Questionnaire for Urban Corridor Demonstration Program 
in Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Right Turn on Red Driver Attitude Survey 

Planned Residential Environments and Their Implications 
on Transportation-Questionnaire and Survey Plan 

Survey of Bus Riders to Evaluate Bus Stop Signs in 
Philadelphia 
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38. Diagramatic Signing Study Questionnaire and Procedures 

39. Motorist Opinions of Influence of Mobile and Modular 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

Home Transportation Traffic 

Skid Questionnaire 

Relocation Assistance Procedures Survey 

Community Transportation Survey 

Pedestrian and Right Turn on Red Questionnaire 

Trucking Industry Sur-:ey Questionnaire 

Five Program Evaluation Questionnaire 

Flashing Traffic Control Device Survey Questionnaire 

Involving Citizens in Identifying Neighborhood Goals, 
Attitudes, and Values 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

Office of the Secretary of Transportation 

Boston Area Carpool Program--Mail Survey 

DOT Retail Shipper Questionnaire 

Community Noise Survey 

Air Taxi Operators Questionnaire 

University of Texas Transportation Survey Questionnaire 

Boston Area Commuter Survey 

Federal Aviation Administratiorr 

Concorde Community Response--Local 
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Resurvey of Household Energy Use attitudes and 
Consumption Patterns 

Carpooling Impact Study 

National General Public Opinion on Energy Conservation 

Consumer Focused Group Discussions 

New Car Buyers Survey 

Attitudes Toward Energy Shortages and Attitudes Toward 
Alternate gethods of Restricting Auto Usage and 
Gasoline CrJnsumption 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

APPENDIX III 

1. 

2. 

3. 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Kenai Canoe Trails Study 

American Attitudes Toward Animals 

Waterfowl Hunter Attitude Survey 

National Park Service 

a. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Grand Canyon Use Survey 

Blue Ridge Parkway Visitor Characteristics and Preferences 

Study of Hikers on Chilkoot Trail 

Big Bend National Park Camper & Floater Questionnaire 

Dispersed Winter Recreation Use Patterns at Crater 
Lake, Oregon 

9. Visitor Use Questionnaire-Yosemite, Kings Canyon, 
and Sequoia 

10. Survey of Float Trip Visitors Grand Teton National Park 

11. Guadalupe Mountain National Park Visitor Preference Survey 

12. Campground Portion Survey Grand Teton & Yellowstone 
National Parks 

13. Proposed Study of Subscribers to "Trends" 

14. Questionnaire To Measure Attitudes of Float Trips 
on NPS Lands 

15. Floater and Fishermen Survey 

16. Survey of National Park Visitor Center Users 

17. Roadside Questionnaire--Great Smokey Mountain National Park 

18. In-county Interviews Great Smokey Mountain National Park 

19. Parent Survey of Children Attending Nature School, 
Zion National Park 
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20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

2s. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area Visitor 
Use Survey 

Jamaica Bay Visitor Usage Survey 

visitor Use Survey--Cape Cod National Seashore 

visitor Use Survey--Transportation Questionnaire 

Backcountry User Survey--Kings Canyon National Park 

Backcountry Day--User Questionnaire 

Monument Valley Socioeconomic Survey 

Public Input to Nature Interpretation at Yosemite- 
Camps & Trails 

Georgetown University Poll of D.C. Residents 

Floater Survey, Ozark National Science Riverways 

Study of Fire Island Exempted Commumities 

Family Survey of Olympic, Mt. Rainier & Crater Lake 
National Parks 

Visitor Usage Survey Form 

visitor Use Survey of Hidden Valley Winter Sports Area 

Questionnaire for Visitors to Grand Canyon National Park 

Backcountry User Attitude-Rocky Mountain National Park 

Yosemite National Park Transportat ion Study 

Park Visitation Survey 

American Revolution Bicentennial Visitor Survey 

Colorado River Trip Study Direct Interview Schedule 

Mail Schedule to Past Users--Colorado River Trips Survey 

Regional Survey of Adult Park Users 

Visitor Use Studies 

Survey of Visitors to Sequoia t Kings Canyon National Parks 

. 
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44. 

45. 

44. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

Youth Conservation Corps - 

YCC End of Camp Questionnaire 

Bureau of Indian Affairs 

none 

U.S. Geoloqical Survey 

Computer Compatible Tape Intcrz~ation Response 

Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration 

none 

Bureau of Mines 

Residents ‘ Attitudes Toward Trash Durtlpfng and #fm F%r@s 

Bureau of Reclamation 

none 

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 

Recreational Resource Capacity Questionnaire 

Willingness to Pay User Fees for Recreation-Catizen Surveys 

1971 Survey of Consumers-Fourth Quarter 

Youth Questionnaire-Morgan Recreation Project 

Bureau of Land Management 

Off Road Vehicle Survey 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS) 

1. Recruitment of Medical Professionals 

2. Study of Recruitment of Members of Minority Groups 
to Military Service 

3. Periodic Youth Survey Capability for Assessing Man- 
power Potential for Military Service 

4. Youth Attitude Tracking Survey 

5. Statement of Preference 

6. Armed Forces Advertising Effectiveness Questionnaire 

7. United States Disciplinary Barracks Follow-up 

8. Youth Opinion Survey 

9. Factors Affecting Navy Enlisted Personnel Retention 

10. Survey of Attitudes Toward the Air Force and AFROTC 
Program at Washington State University 

11. Community Attitudes Survey for Final Environmental 
Impact Statement 

12. Three Market Survey of Attitudes Toward U.S. Army 

13. Student/Education Survey 

14. Army Advertising Awareness & Attitudinal Survey 

15. Youth Attitude Study 

16. Military Health Care Study Interview 

17. Training & Education Questionnaire 

18. Navy Wives Survey 

19. ROTC Research Study 

20. Survey Instrument for College Students 

21. Survey of High School Counselors Attitudes Toward 
Volunteer Army 

22. Armed Forces Study Questionnaire of Active Force Separatees 
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23. Skill Transferability Information Systems (STIS) 
Questionnaire 

24. STIS Follow-up 

25. Post Service Interview Schedule 

26. American Institutes for Research/Navy Incentive Survey 

27. Questionnaire for Principals: and AFJRCYEC Cadets; for 
9th 6r 10th Grade Students 

28. University Questionnaire 

29. Enlistment Incentive Survey for %igh School Students 

30. Inventory of Prospective Air Force Officers & Airrafen 
1972-73 

31. Bornestead Medical Survey 

32. Army ROTC Research Proposal (Phase II) 

33. Bousehold Survey (Economic, Social, & Environmental Ef- 
fects of Randleman Hill Q Howard’s Mill Lake Project) 

34. Survey Instrument for High School Students 

35. Office of Emergency Services Radiological Defense 
Questionnaire 

36. USAF Scholar ship Survey 

37. College ROW Survey 

38. Student Drug Survey (Overseas Dependents) 

39. Guidance Counselor & Student Questionnaire 

40. Study of Military Services Policies b Organizational 
Practices and Interview Segment 

41. American Institute for Research/Navy Incentive Survey 

42. Mail Survey: Randleman Hill & Howard's Mill Lake Project 

43. Factors Under lying the Enlistment Decision 

44. Strategies to Induce Enlistment in the Volunteer Army 

45. Factors Underlying the Enlistment Decision-Follow-up 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17, 

Office of the Secretary 

DOC Industry Privacy Survey 

Interviewing the Telcommunication Industry 

Business Management Fellowship Program (1) Company 
Questionnaire (2) Student Questionnaire 

Domestic & International Business Administration 

Economic Survey 

Trade Promotion Evaluation 

Interview Guidance Checklist 

Trade Opportunities Survey 

Global Market Survey Cr itfque 

Survey of American Business Attitudes 

U.S. Supplier Evaluation-Foreign Buyer’s Program 

Recommendations for Export Promotion Program 

Businessmen’s Attitudes Toward Exporting and Exporting 
Promotional Efforts (1971) 

Businessmen’s Attitudes Toward Exporting and Exporting 
Promotional Efforts (1972) 

Businessmen’s Reactions to a Proposed Automated Export 
Trade Lead Information Service 

Maritime Administration 

Survey of Major U.S. Shippers 

Sociological Impact Assessment 

National Bureau of Standards 

Operation Breakthrough Bousing Occupant Questionnaire 
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18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

Questionnaire on Use and Convenience of Journal of 
Physical h Chemical Data 

Impact Survey, Physical Metallurgy 

Law Enforcement Safety Legislation (LESL) Impact: 
Manufacturer Questionnaire (1975) 

Taxpayer Service Study Questionnaire 

Law Enforcement Safety Legislation (LESL) Impact: 
Manufacturer Questionnaire (1976) 

Women, Infant, Children (WIG) Participant Survey 

Questionnaire on Fire Hazards and Safety 

Operation Breakthrough Exit Interview Questionnaire 

U.S. Metric Study of Nonmanufacturing Industry 

Opinion Survey: Portable Circular Saws, Table Radial 
Arm Saws 

NBS Questionnaire for WWV and WWVH (Radio Stations) 
Services 

Operation Breakthrough Visitor Questionnaire 

Bus Park and Ride Lot Design Characteristics Survey for 
Former Auto Commuters 

Bus Park and Ride Lot Design Characteristics Survey for 
Former Regular Bus Commuters 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

1975 Northwest Sport Fishing Survey 

Retail Market Survey 

1975 Northwest Fishing Survey 

Evaluation of Voluntary Fishery Product Inspection 
Program by Present Users 

Survey of Fishing Industry Financial Assistance Programs 

Office of Minority Business Enterprise 

Survey of Vietnam Vets 
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38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. BCD Subscriber Survey 

APPENDIX III 

Education & Training Plan Survey 

Education and Training Need Survey 

Marketing Survey of Spanish Speaking Nationalities 

Magazine Ads Pretesting Samples 

U.S. Travel Service 

Survey of Canadian Travelers 

Questionnaire- Participation in U.S. Travel Service 

Discover America Pow Wow 

Guadalajara Followup Study 

Survey To Determine Characteristics of Actual and 
Potential Travelers from U.S. to Mexico 

Economic Development Administration 

Understanding the Economic System 

Industrial Solar Air Conditioning Survey 

Indian Manpower Survey 

Research Training Questionnaire (Host Agency) 

Research Training Questionnaire (Advisor) 

Tourism Recreation Public Works Project Impact 
Questionnaire 

Bureau of Economic Analysis 
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PUBLIC OPIldION POLLS APIJD ATTITUGE SZIRVEYS 

AT SIX FEDERAL AGEKIES 

The public opinion polls and ‘attitude surveys, conducted 
by the six Federal agencies, were made to evaluate their 
programs and policies and to identify program and regulatory 
needs . A brief summary of our work at cacb agency follows. 

DEPABTMENT OF COMMERCE 

The Department of Commerce has used attitude surveys 
and public opinion polls to evaluate trade promotion events, 
new housing projects, taxpayers services, training programs, 
public works projects, technical assistance projects, trade 
opportunities, and many other activities. We identified 53 
projects which used a questionnaire with a significant 
number of attitude or opinion questions WC ,e a contract was 
awarded or a form approved for use bHw+en 1970 and 1976. 

The attitude surveys and opinrgn poly- ~~t-2 fairly evenly 
divided between those conaucted bl* -Lo -j i 3713 those done 
under contract. Aowever, the moKe cz _- -:f’ eys here almost 
all done under contract. Only three surveys costi. more 
than $10,000 were performed by the agerxy, aLP by commerce’s 
National Bureau of Standards. 

Analysis of Polls and Surveys Conducted 
by the Department of Comunerce - 

Performed by Perf orme by 
Estimated cost contractor agency Unknown Total 

Ko sin - - $ $ 10,000 50,000 10 
$50:001 - $100,000 : 

I.8 3 1’; 
1 5 

Over $100,000 6 6 
Unknown - - 2 3 

Total r 
The Department of Commerce has an internal procedure for 

clearing forms prior to submission to OflB for review. FOC 

most of the period covered by our review?, clearance review 
work was done by the Bureau of the Census. Ina March 1976 
t&e President established a Public Reports Reduction Program 
to reduce by 10 percent the number of Federal agency reports 
soliciting information from the public. As part of this pro- 
gram, the Secretary of Commerce transferred responsibility for 
clearance from the Census Bureau to the Assistant Secretary 
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for Administration and the Office of Organization and Manage- 
ment Systems. Under the new clearance arrangement the Census 
Bureau retained responsibility for dealing directly with OMB 
on its own clearance requests. 

Under Commerce Department clearance procedures, the re- 
viewing authority determines 

“* * * whether the proposed plan or report form ex- 
ceeds the limits of reasonable need or of practical 
utility, either with respect to numbers of respond- 
ents, frequency of collection, or the number and 
difficulty of items and whether all of the items to 
be furnished or recorded are essential to the cen- 
tral purpose of the plan or report,* 

The procedures also require each departmental unit which reg- 
ularly develops plans and reports to designate a clearance 
officer to coordinate with the Department’s clearance officer, 
cautions offices to be guided by Circular A-46, and specifies 
that for data collections being handled through a grant or 
contract, clearance reviews are to be completed before a 
final contract is executed. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

The Office of the Secretary of Defense, Manpower and 
Reserve Affairs, has used attitude aild opinion surveys 
over the last several years to evaluate and improve recruit- 
ing programs through a knowledge of young men’s attitudes 
and perceptions of military careers. It has also sponsored 
surveys to evaluate drug rehabilitation, vocational training, 
reserve officer training, and health care programs. We identi- 
fied 45 projects which used a questionnaire with a significant 
number of attitude or opinion questions, where a contract was 
awarded or form approved for use between 1970 and 1976. Al- 
though we were not able to locate Department of Defense records 
for surveys before 1972, we identified several pre-1972 sur- 
veys through contacts with private polling firms. Contrac- 
tors performed 37 of the 45 surveys, including all of the 
more costly surveys. 
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Analysis of Department of Defense 
Polls and Surveys 

Performed by Performed by 
Estimated costs contractor agency Total -.- 

~~0,001 - - $10,000 $50,000 10 7 2 3 13 9 

$50,001 - $100,000 4 
Over $100,000 1: 10 
Unknown 2 2 2 

Total 37 8 45 I 
The Department of Defense has established procedures for 

processing public reporting requirements. Public reporting 
is defined as "any reporting or recordkeeping required from 
any non-Federal Government, business, institution, group, or 
individual and which is subject to the Federal Reports Act.* 
Each Defense component is required to obtain OMB clearance 
and approval before collecting information from 10 or more 
persons by a contractor. 

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Management 
Systems coordinates the sending of questionnaires to OMB for 
review. A further control exists over surveys designed to 
solicit attitudes and opinions from individuals when the 
Deputy Assistant Secretsry, at his discretion, sends the 
questionnaire to the Defense Manpower Data Center for review 
of the statistical methodology. However, the center can only 
"advise" the various services on surveys being done by the 
service. 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

The Department of Transportation has used attitude 
surveys and public opinion polls over the last several years 
to evaluate retail shipping; air, taxi, train, and bus 
services; seat belt usage; traffic laws; boating safety; 
community transportation; highway safety; and laws allowing 
"right turn on red.” We identified 54 projects which in- 
cluded the use of a questionnaire with a significant 
number of attitude or opinion questions where a contract 
was awarded or form approved for use between 1970 and 1976. 
Most surveys were done under contract and in ail cases the 
more costly surveys were performed by contractors. 
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Analysis of Department of Transportation 
PO San d SurvQ* 

Estiaaated cost 
Performed by Performed by 

contractor agency Total 

so - $10,009 9 3 12 
310,001 - $50,000 17 17 
$53,0131 - $100,000 12 12 
over $lOO,OOC 8 8 
Unknown 5 5 

3 5s 54 
= 

The Department of Transportat ion has established 
clearance procedures which were given new emphasis with the 
beginning of the President's Public Reports Reduction Program 
in Harch 1976. Under Transportation's procedure each major 
unit has a single designated point responsible for coor- 
dinating with the Management Planning Division (the Depart- 
mental Clearance Officer within the Office of the Secretary). 
Requests for clearance are reviewed for possible corrections 
and to see that they are complete in relation to clearance 
regulations. We were told that surveys are also reviewed 
for statistical accuracy and validity: however, the regula- 
tions dealing with clearance do not mention Circular A-46. 
The Department did not consider it necessary to incorporate 
the requirements of Circular A-46 into Transportation's 
clearance regulations because the Circular is too general to 
provide substantial guidance for review of proposed statisti- 
cal surveys. 

DEPARTHENT OF THE IW%'ERIOR 

The Department of the Interior has used attitude surveys 
and public opinion polls to evaluate American attitudes and 
expectations toward the management of fish and wildlife; 
people's likes, dislikes, and preferences for various park and 
recreational facilities: and attitudes towards trash dumping 
and "cff road" vehicles. We identified 51 questionnaires 
with a significant number of attitude or opinion questions 
where a contract was awarded or form approved for use between 
1970 2nd 1976. 

#ost of the surveys identified--40--were conducted or 
sponsored by Interior's National Park Service. We did not 
identify any opinion polls or attitude surveys sponsored or 
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conducted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Bureau of Rec- 
lamation, and the Mining Enforcement Safety Administration. 

Host of the surveys wfre perforpad under cormtract, As 
can be seen from the following table, contractors performed 
all large dollar amount surveys. 

Analysis of Department of the Interior 
Polls and Surveys 

Performed by Performed by 
Estimated cost contractor aqency Unknown Total 

&,*o1 - - $ $ 10,000 50,000 14 8 8 4 1 17 18 
$50,001 - $100,000 2 2 

Over $100,000 4 Unbox 3 1: - 6 L - 

Total 31 = 18 = 2 51 2Z G 
The Department of the Interior has an established proce- 

dure for internal review of public use reports prior to sub- 
Iieission for O#P clearance. Under Inter ior's procedure, each 
bureau and office designates a clearance officer responsible 
for assuring that the information request is submitted for 
departmental review to the Office of Management Consulting 
throargh the head of the bureau or office or his designee, the 
office of the appropriate supervising Assistant Secretary, 
and the Privacy Act Officer, if needed. The Office of Manage- 
ment Consulting coordinates any other reviews and sends the 
packages to OMB for clearance. The regulation governing the 
procedures states that 

"Any prcposal subject to the clearance requirements 
of this chapter which will result in the collection 
* * * of statistical data must also conform to the 
requirements prescribed in Circular No. A-46 Revised," 

DEPARTWEBT OF STATE 

Although the Department of State generally avoids con- 
ductnng or sponsoring public opinion polls and attitude 
surveys, its experts use reports from public opinion polling 
organizations to analyze the views of the American neople on 
many topics, For example, a June 1976 memorandum concerned 
Amerkans ',opinions on the Panama Canal issue based ~,n a 
comparison ‘of an opinion poll by the Columbia Broadcasting 
System with two previous polls by Opinion Research Coapo- 
ration. Another memorandum to the Secretary of State con- 
tained an analysis of a public opinion ~011 conducted by 
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Louis Earris and Associates on the Secretary of State’s 
standing with the public. Other memorandums covered subjects 
ranging from opinions on territorial waters to the public's 
views on the United Nations. The purpose of these memoran- 
dums is to provide a greater base of knowledge about ‘the 
public's opinions on various subjects for use by State 
Department officials in Washington and abroad. 

State Department officials explained that the Department 
avoids conducting or sponsoring public opinion polls of 
the American peoole because of its previous experience with 
congressional reactions to public opinion polling. 

In 1957 the Subcommittee on International Operations of 
the House Committee on Government Operations held hearings 
to look into a newspaper story which reDorted that 90 percent 
of the American public favored foreign aid. The story-- 
based cn a public opinion poll --differed substantially 
from the constituent mail opinions being received by several 
congressmen. These congressmen questioned the validity 
of the poll's results and the intentions of State Department 
officials when they found that the poll had been sponso:ed 
by the Department and the results had been "leaked" to the 
press by an official in the foreign aid prograr. 

The Subcommittee found that the State Department had 
sponsored seven or eight public ooinion polls between 
1944 and 1957 to keep top State Department officials informed 
of trends in American ooinion. Regarding the poll in question, 
the Subcommittee found: 

--The sample was too small to permit adequate analysts. 

--The poll failed to distinguish between informed 
and uninformed opinion which often led to absurd 
results. 

--The interpretation of the results by State Department 
officials was incorrect. 

It recommended that in any future polls, the State Department 
take care that sufficiently large samnles were used to permit 
adequate analysis of the results. 

The State Department's Foreign Affairs Manual provides 
that the directives staff in the Foreign Affairs Document 
and Reference Center of the Bureau of Administration is re- 
sponsible for maintaining liaison with the Office of 
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Management and Budget on all matters relating to pubic use 
forms. Requests for new forms or revisions of exrstfng farms 
are made to the directives staff, where they are reviewed to 
make certain that the clearance package contains all the ix+- 
formation OMB requires. The package is then forwarded to 
OMB for action. 

We did find a series of public opinion polls wbiicb in- 
volved the State Department, al though the Department neither 
sponsored nor conducted them. 

The Town Meeting Program 

In July 1975 the State Department, with the coqperatim 
of World Affairs Councils, initiated the Town Meeting Frogrrzirn. 
The meetings were to provide an avenue of communicatiora be- 
tween the State Department and the American public. 

Town meetings sponsor4 by local World Affairs Coumcilk 
were planned for five major metropolitan areas--Pit-burgh, 
Portland (Oregon)# San Francisco, Milwaukee, and 24inmeapolCs. 
State Department representatives listened to comment% oa 
foreign policy from those attending in order to get a better 
idea of the American public’s opinions. 

To determine whether the opinions expressed at these 
meetings were representative of the cities in which %he 
meetings were held, a State Deoartment official suq~sted 
to the Director of International Affairs of the Charnes P. 
Kettering Fcundation that the foundation conduct publlic 
opinion polls for comparison with the opinions expressed 
at the meetings. Kettering Foundation of Eicials agreed 
and sponsored a telephone survey in each of the five cizieo 
in connection with the meetinqs. 

Although State Department officials did become rinwralvdi 
with the development of the questionnaire, we were told the?y 
did not exercise final control over questionnaire cam&eat. 
A State Department official told us that OWB’s Clearance 
Officer had exempted the questionnaire from clearance became 
the State Department was not officially conducting c&r s-n- 
soring the poll. 

The polls, consist in9 of random teleohone samples of 
300 persons in each city, were conducted prior to the Town 
Meetings and the results were presented at the meetir&gs, T?be 
results of the polls and the Town Meeting: were summrixed in 
a series of memorandums and distributed to officers Bn the 
State Department, includins all assistant secretary BcoeB 
officials. Copies were also mailed to the individuals tie 
attended the Town Meetings, 
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The Ketterinq Foundation has used some of the data as 
source material for a cublished tenort on public opinion 
toward foreign policy issues in three of the five cities. 
A draft report covering an analysis of the data for all 
five crties had been prepared but had not been published 
at the time of our review. 

FEDERAL ENERGY -ADMINISTRATION 

We identified six attitude or opinion surveys sponsored 
by the Federal Energy Administration during 1974 through 
1976. These surveys concerned changes in household energy 
use I the impact of various carpooling policies, costs and 
availability of energy, conservation, the effect of fuel 
economy publications on new car purchases, and attitudes 
toward energy shortages. 

Contractors performed all six surveys. They ranged in 
cost from $13,500 to $245,000. Clearance was obtained from 
GAO for two of the six surveys. Under GAO regulations, the 
other four did not require approval because they were tele- 
phone and personal interviews. 

E’ A initiated a formal procedure in February 1975 gov- 
erning the internal clearance of public-use reports. Prior 
to that time, although FEA officials were familiar with the 
Federal Reports Act and the need to obtain clearance for at 
least some data collection efforts, there was no formal in- 
ter nal clearance procedur e. 

Under FEA procedures, all public-use forr,,s were submitted 
by the initiating office to the Office of Data Services accom- 
panied by the form and instructions for respondents, the in- 
formation package required by GAO, the survey elan, a list of 
presurvey contacts both in and out of Government, and a justi- 
fying memorandum. The Office of Data Services coordLnated any 
internal PEA reviews and submitted internally approved forms 
to the FEA Form Control Officer. The Form Control Officer 
reviewed the package for comoleteness and coordinated obtain- 
ing approval from GAO. 

Althouqh FEA procedures called for a number of reviews, 
there was no reference to complying with the provisions of 
Circular A-46 and no formal review of statistical and sur- 
vey methodology in terms of this circular. 
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Mr. Henry Eschwege 
Director 
Community and Economic 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D-C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Eschwege: 

Thank you for the opportunity to cordnent on your dra-i 
report entitled "Better Guidance and Control is Needed to 
Improve Federal Surveys of Attitudes and Opinions." Ey 
comments are limited to your recommendations concebnlng 
the statistical policy functions which have recently beem 
transferred to my Department from the Office of Mamagememt 
and Budget. 

In general, I share the concern expressed in your report 
that inadequate guidance presently is available to agencies 
conducting opinion polls and surveys. The present resources 
of the Office ot Federal Statistical Policy and Standards 
(OFSPS) are seriously inadequate to meet these and other 
important statistical policy coordination needs. The staff 
expansion proposed in our FY 1979 budget request should 
enable us to do a more adequate job. 

Your first recommendation, to provide more guidance on 
potential survey problems and on preparing requests for 
proposals (page 15) is, in general, supported by US. 

We would like to strongly support your references to "A 
Framework for Planning U.S. Federal Statistics, 197lB-H98V 
in which the OFSPS has emphasized that quidelines for 
ccntractinq for statistical surveys should be deveRop+d. 
Presently, a subcommittee of the Statistical Methodolcgy 
Committee, referred to earlier, is studying this problem. 
and we expect some developments in this area. 

Your second, third and fourth recommendations: to develop 
criteria for early review and for monitorinq during 
implementation: 
monitorinq; 

to establish systems for this review znd 
and to institute post-review of selected 

surveys (paqes 21 and 25) are consistent with our present 
policy. Upon issuance of your report, we will seek ways 
to further develop such criteria anr. systems. 

-’ 
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Your final recommendation (page 28) pertalns zo assuring 
that surveys and polls conducted by independent Federal 
regulatory agencies are subject to review for adherence to 
statistical standards+ 

In your report you note that the Director of the Office 
of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards pointed out 
that the Section 103 responsibilities for planning and 
coordinating statistical programs applies to all agencies, 
including regulatory agencies. In order to implement 
your recommendat ion, we believe it would be a simple 
matter for GAO staff to simply call upon OFSPS staff as is 
presently the case for the Office of Xanagement and Sudget 
when issues of statistical design appear to be important 
in the clearance action. 

Althouqh we in qenera!. support your report’s reccmnendations, 
there are several points on which some clarification is 
needed. 

On page 4 the statement of the role 05 the Office of Federal 
Statistical Policy and Standards wi13 be made inaccurate as 
a result of the new Guidelines expected to be issued by the 
Office of Management and Budget. In these new Guidelines 
the Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards is 
responsible for the substantive review of statistical 
surveys. Additionally, the Office provides advisory 
opinions to the OMJ3 Clearance Officer on statistical issues 
relating to management reports, administrative reports, and 
other reports for which OMH has substantive responsibility. 
I will forward a copy of the OMB Guidelines for your 
information when they are issued later this month. 

As a result of the transfer of statistical policy functions 
from the Office of Management and Budget to the Department 
of Commerce, the OMB Circulars will be rescinded and 
reimplemented by my Department in the Statistical Policy 
Handbook. In order to simplify your report, you say 
simply want to footnote the fact that OMB Circular No. A-46 
is now to be implemented in the Statisticai Policy Handbook. 
The standards for statistical surveys will be Statistical 
Policy Directive No. 1. Further, in the first paragraph 
discussion in Chapter 2, you state that the "Standards for 
Statistical Surveys" do not take into account the fact that 
Federal aqencies use contractors. That is not accurate since 
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the Standards apply to contractors (as noted in the 
Introduction of the Directives) as well as to Federal 
agencies, and the general principles are equally applrcable 
to both. 

On page 11 your discussion of nonsampling errors could 
further reference the ongoing study by the Office of 
Federal Statistical Policy and Standards' Feder-1 Committee 
on Statistical Methodology which will soon issue a report 
on nonsampling errors as one of the continuing series 
of statistical policy workinq papers. We believe that this 
new report will be of considerable aid to the designers of 
surveys. 

I hope these comments are helpful, and we look forward to 
the final publication of your report. 

Sincerely, 

Courtenay M. Slater 
Chief Economist for the 
Department of Commerce 

Enclosures 

GAO Note: Page references in the ,ppendix refer to the 
draft report and do not necessarily agree 
with the page numbers in the final report. 
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Department of Energ 
Washington, D.C. 2 d 545 

MAR 17 197r 

Mr. Monte Canfield, Jr., Director 
Energy and Minerals Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Canf ield: 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on your draft report entitkd 
“Better Guidance and Control is Needed to Improve Federal Surveys of 
Attitudes and Opinions.” 

With respect to the GAO statement on page 76 pertaining to circular 
A-46, the DOE Office of Energy Data Validation (OEDV) will strongly 
emphasis statistical reliability of the proposed survey methodology 
in compliance with the provision of circular A-46. Also, early 
attention will be given to the criteria used for the sample plan, 
sampling techniques, potentials for respondent bias and non-response, 

Sincerely, 

fred L. Hiser, Director 
Division of GAO Liaison 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATlOM 

WASHINGYON. DC. 20590 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR ADMINISTRATIOW 

March 17, 1978 

Mr. Henry cschwege 
Director 
Community and Economic 

Development Division 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Eschwege: 

CJe have enclosed two copies of the Department's reply to the General 
Accounting Office (GAO) report "Better Guidance and Control Is Needed 
To Improve Federal Surveys Of Attitudes and Opinions." 

GAO concludes that attitudes and public opinion polls, sponsored or 
conducted by many Federal agencies, often contain technical flaws which 
limit the use9rlness of the results. GAO recommends that the Secretary 
of Commerce amend the statistical standards to provide better guidance, 
develop criteria and procedures for early review of opinion surveys and 
a selected review of surveys during implementation, and institute a program 
of post review of the conclusions reached on the basis of selected opinion 
surveys. GAO also recommends that the Secretary of Commerce establish 
a procedure to make opinion surveys by independent regulatory agencies 
subject to statistical standards. 

Me agree that there is a need for more guidance from the Olffice of Federal 
Statistical Policy Standards (OFSPS) on developing data collection plans 
and requests for proposals related to public opinion surveys. A selective 
follow-up on the conduct of surveys would provide useful feedback on field 
problems which would lead to corrective procedures and a more effective 
review. The Department supports an extension of statistical standards to 
cover independent regulatory agency reviews. 

The Department does not believe a requirement for early review, beyond 
that now required for clearance of requests for proposals and contract 
statements of work, is workable or in the interest of effectively carrying 
out Federal programs. 
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The Department does not believe that a post review of opinion surveys and 
a reporting of this post review would be a proper function of a Federal 
agency such a OFSPS, and would not add to the credibility of fe&ral 
reports. However9 standards should be developed for the manner in w,:ich 
survey results are reQOrtt?d, including variances, response rates, etc., 
so that the users can judge for themselves the usefulness of the data 
and fairness of the interpretations. 

GAO cites many problems in the case study of the Federal Aviattsn 
Administration sponsored survey of public reaction to the Concorde 
landings and concludes that it would be very difficult to draw 
reliable conclusions from the data. We recognize the liaeitatioras 
in the survey and reporting. iiowever, we take issue with some of 
GAO's damaging comments. In our opinion, GAO overstated the impact 
of these limitations on the overall usefulness of the data. GA0 
should reference the limitations in the use of the data mther than 
the impossibility of working comparisons. 

Please let us know if we can assist you further. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 

GAO Note: The enclosure is not included in this report 
The report has been revised based on the IUS’ 
terisl presented in the enclosure. 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Wa5hingtOn. 0 c zoi20 

Maxch 21, 1978 

Mr. J. R. Fasick 
Director 
International Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Fasick: 

I am replying to your letter of February 3, 19'78, 
which forwarded copies of the draft report: "Better 
Guidance and Control is Needed to Improve Federal 
Surveys of Attitudes and Opinions." 

The enclosed ccmments were prepared by the Assistant 
Secretary for Public Affairs. 

We appreciate having had the opportunity to review and 
comment on the lraft report. If I may be of further 
assistancer I trust you will let me know. 

Sincerely, , 

Jr. 
Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for Budget and Finance 

Enclosure: As stated 

GAO Note: The enclosure is not included in this report. 
The report ha- 3 been revised based on the ms- 
terial presented in the enclosure. 
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